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TEMALPAKH by Lowell John Bean and Kather-
ine Siva Saubel. Temalpakh means "from the
earth," in Cahuilla, and covers the many uses of
plants used for food, medicine, rituals and those
used in the manufacturing of baskets, sandals,
hunting tools; and plants used for dwellings.
Makes for a better understanding of environ-
mental and cultural relationships. Well illustrat-
ed, 225 pages, hardcover, $10.00; paperback,
$6.50.

TURQUOISE, The Gem of the Centuries by
Oscar T. Branson. The most complete and lav-
ishly illustrated all color book on turquoise.
Identifies 43 localities, treated and stabilized
material, gives brief history of the gem and de-
tails the individual techniques of the Southwest
Indian Tribes. Heavy paperback, large format,
68 pages, $7.95.

ROCK DRAWINGS OF THE COSO RANGE by
Campbell Grant, James Baird and J. Kenneth
Pringle. A Maturango Museum publication, this
book tells of sites of rock art in the Coso Range
which, at 4000 feet, merges with the flatlands of
the northern Mojave Desert. Paperback, illus-
trated, detailed drawings, maps, 144 pages,
$3.95.

DICTIONARY OF PREHISTORIC INDIAN AR-
TIFACTS OF THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST
by Franklin Barnett. A highly informative book
that both illustrates and describes Indian arti-
facts of the Southwest, it is a valuable guide for
the person interested in archaeology and anthro-
pology. Includes 250 major types of artifacts.
Each item has a photo and definition. Paper-
back, 130 pages, beautifully illustrated, $7.95.

GOLDEN CHIA by Harrison Doyle. This book il-
lustrates the great difference between the high
desert chia, and the Mexican variety presently
sold in the health food stores. It identifies the
energy-factor, a little-known trace mineral found
only in the high desert seeds. Also includes a
section of vitamins, minerals, proteins, en-
zymes, etc., needed for good nutrition. Referred
to as "the only reference book in America on this
ancient Indian energy food." 100 pages, illus-
trated, Paperback, $4.75; Cloth Cover, $7.75.

NAVAJO RUGS, Past, Present and Future by
Gilbert S. Maxwell. Concerns the history, leg-
ends and descriptions of Navajo rugs. Full color
photographs. Paperback, $3.50.

Order from:

INTEREST
HOPI KACHINA DOLLS [With a Key to Their
Identification], by Harold S. Colton. Kachina
dolls are neither toys nor idols, but aids to teach-
ing religion and tradition. This is a definitive
work on the subject, describing the meaning, the
making and the principal features of 266 vari-
eties of Kachina dolls. Line drawings of each
variety, plus color and b/w photographs make it
a complete guide to learn more of the richness of
American Indian culture. Paperback, 150 pages,
$3.45.

SOUTHWEST INDIAN CRAFT ARTS by Clara
Lee Tanner. One of the best books on the sub-
ject, covering all phases of the culture of the In-
dians of the Southwest. Authentic in every way.
Color and black and white illustrations, line
drawings. Hardcover, 205 pages, $15.00.

'ft! ; riTHE ROCKS BEGIN TO SPEAK by LaVan Mar-
tineau. The authors tells how his interest in rock
writing led to years of study and how he has
learned that many—especially the complex pe-
troglyphs—are historical accounts of actual
events. Hardcover, well illustrated, glossary,
bibliography, 210 pages, $8.95.

THE CAHUILLA INDIANS by Harry James. A
comparatively small and little known tribe, the
Cahuilla Indians played an important part in the
early settlement of Southern California. Today,
the Cahuilla Indians are active in social and civic
affairs in Riverside County and own valuable
property in and around Palm Springs. This re-
vised edition is an authentic and complete
history of these native Americans. Hardcover,
illustrated, 185 pages, $7.50.

FORKED TONGUES AND BROKEN TREATIES
Edited by Donald E. Worcester. This book gives
us a better understanding of the unequal strug-
gle of native against immigrant while our nation
was being explored and settled. Profusely illus-
trated with excellent photos, a "must" refer-
ence for historians, students, librarians. Hard-
cover, 494 pages, $9.95.

,*BROKEN
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NEW INDEX showing 2135
phic maps covering California is
now available free from the U.S.

Geological Survey, Department of the In-
terior. By showing the shape and eleva-
tions of the terrain and delineating in
detail a wide range of natural and man-
made features, the standard USGS topo-
graphical quadrangle map serves as a
"silent guide" for outdoor enthusiasts
and is a valuable record of the land sur-
face for use by engineers, scientists,
planners and others concerned with the
Nation's resources. As the national topo-

graphic mapping agency, the U.S. Geological Survey annually distributes nearly 10
million copies of its 40,000 published maps. The map index includes 10 pages of text
and a 40 x 44-inch map of the State showing the extent of topographic map coverage
already published.

USGS published maps are deposited
and available for inspection at 43 refer-
ence libraries in California. The index
also lists 278 commercial outlets where
many of the maps may be purchased.
Maps described in the index may also be
purchased over-the-counter at USGS
Public Inquiries Offices in San Francisco *
at 555 Battery Street and in Los Angeles
at 7638 Federal Building, and at the
Western Region Headquarters, 345
Middlefield Road, Menlo Park, Califor- M
nia. Prepaid mail orders should be sent *
to Branch of Distribution, U.S. Geologi- W
cal Survey, Box 25286, Federal Center,
Denver, Colorado 80225.

One of this month's authors, Russell ''•].
Wahmann (see photo), works as a carto-
grapher for the U.S. Geological Survey.
His article "On the Trail of the Kino Missions" was written when he was located in
Flagstaff, Arizona, but he is now in Washington, DC. Russell's hobbies are histori-
cal research and writing that often end up as published works.

Other features in this issue include Fred Cook's tale about Fort Stockton in
Texas and how life was in the 1880's;
Utah's forts are reviewed by Joe Kraus
and Ruth Heiner takes us to Idaho and
the City of Rocks.

Back in California, Richard Taylor
takes his metal detector to the ghostly
remains of Barnwell; Van Wilkinson
details the history of Modoc County and
Jerry Harrell elaborates on safety and a
new dune buggy used by the BLM in the
Imperial Sand Dunes.

Naturalist K. L. Boynton rounds out
the issue with his usual delightful treat-

Western White-winged

yv::/:;
:: •

Russell Wahmann

Lowest Photo Print Prices
Highest Quality

.2.18

.3.34

. .15

KODACOLOR FILM
DEVELOPED & PRINTED

Standard 12 Jumbo Prints

Standard 12 Jumbo Prints and
New Roll of KODACOLOR

Kodacolor Neg. Standard reprints .

SENDFOR PRICE SHEETS
& ENVELOPES. All Photo
Prices are Comparably low.
No gimmicks.
No lies
More than 50 years of con-
tinuous photo service guar-
antees your quality and our
integrity.

MARKET BASKET PHOTO CO. D.
P. O. Box 370, Yuma, Arizona 85364 or
P. O. Box 2 8 3 0 , San Diego, Calif. 9 2 1 1 2
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A Special
Guidebook
Offering!
Great reading about the West from
the pens of such authors as
Russ Leadabrand, Choral Pepper,
Marjorie Camphouse and the Society of
American Travel Writers.
Informative little books that will make
your future trips more enjoyable.
Well illustrated, paperback.
Supplies are limited.

ONLY $195
EACH

any

1
3 for $ 5oo

Plus 25c per order for postage/ handling
California residents please add 6% sales tax

•If
Exploring Calif. Byways
#11 In and around
Los Angeles

Exploring Calif. Byways
#111 Desert Country

Exploring Calif. Byways
#IV Mountain Country

Exploring Calif. Byways
#V Historical Sites

Exploring Calif. Byways
#VI Owens Valley

Exploring Calif. Byways
#VII An Historic
Sketchbook

Guidebook to the
Colorado Desert
of California

Guidebook to the
Mountains of San Diego
and Orange Counties

Guidebook to the
Missions of California

Exploring the Unspoiled
West Vol. 1
Wyoming, Montana,
British Columbia,
Alaska, Utah, Calif.,
Colorado, Idaho,
Nevada

Exploring the Unspoiled
West Vol. 2
New Mexico, Arizona,
Mexico, Oregon,
Washington, Alaska,
Hawaii, California

Exploring Historic
California

ORDER TODAY FROM

Desert Magazine Book Shop
Box 1318, Palm Desert, California 92260

Baja California



Send orders to
Box 1318,

Palm Desert, California 92260
Please add 25c lor postage & handling

JEEP TRAILS TO COLORADO GHOST TOWNS
by Robert L. Brown. An illustrated, detailed, in-
formal history of life in the mining camps deep in
the almost inaccessible mountain fastness of the
Colorado Rockies. 58 towns are included as exam-
ples of the vigorous struggle for existence in the
mining camps of the West. 239 pages, illustrated,
end sheet map, hardcover, $7.95.

RELICS OF THE WHITEMAN by Marvin and
Helen Davis. A logical companion to Relics of the
Redman, this book brings out a marked differ-
ence by showing in its illustrations just how "sud-
denly modern" the early West became after the
arrival of the white man. The difference in arti-
facts typifies the historical background in each
case. The same authors tell how and where to col-
lect relics of these early days, tools needed, and
how to display and sell valuable pieces.
Paperback, well illustrated in color and b/w, 63
pages, $3.95.

BLUE GOLD, The Turquoise Story by M. G.
Broman. Information on the identification, his-
tory and mining of turquoise, as well as an intro-
duction to the lapidary and silversmithing tech-
niques used in making turquoise jewelry. This
book is intended for the general reader who is
interested in knowing more about the origin of
turquoise as well as the interesting facets of buy-
ing, collecting and assembling of turquoise
pieces. Paperback, color and b/w photos, $4.95.

NEW BAJA HANDBOOK for the Olf-Pavement
Motorist in Lower California by James T. Crow.
Discover the real Baja that lies beyond the edge
of the paved road, the unspoiled, out-of-the-way
places unknown to the credit-card tourist. The
author, drawing from his extensive travels in
these parts, tells where to go, what to take
along, the common sense of getting ready. Illus-
trated, paperback, 95 pages, $3.95.

CALIFORNIA by David Muench and Ray Atke-
son. Two of the West's greatest color photo-
graphers have presented their finest works to cre-
atethevibrationsof the oceans, lakes, mountains
and deserts of California. Their photographic
presentations, combined with the moving text of
David Toll, makes this aclassic in Western Amer-
icana. Large11x14format, hardcover, 186 pages,
$25.00.

DICTIONARY OF PREHISTORIC INDIAN AR-
TIFACTS OF THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST
by Franklin Barnett. A highly informative book
that both illustrates and describes Indian arti-
facts of the Southwest, it is a valuable guide for
the person interested in archaeology and anthro-
pology. Includes 250 major types of artifacts.
Each item has a photo and definition. Paper-
back, 130 pages, beautifully illustrated, $7.95.

JESSE JAMES WAS ONE OF HIS NAMES by
Del Schrader [with Jesse James III]. According
to the author, Jesse James did not die as record-
ed in history, but lived to a ripe old age. This
book details the lively escapades Jesse was sup-
posed to be involved in following his attendance
at "his own funeral." Interesting and exciting
reading based on information supplied by Jesse
James III, executor of his grandfather's will.
Hardcover, illustrated with old photos, 296
pages, index, $8.95.

THE OREGON DESERT by E. R. Jackman and
R. A. Long. Filled with both facts and anecdotes,
this is the only book on the little but fascinating
deserts of Oregon. Anyone who reads this book
will want to visit the areas—or wish they could.
Hardcover, illustrated, 407 pages, $8.95.

LOST MINES OF ARIZONA by Harold Weight.
Covers the Lost Jabonero, lost mines of the
Trigos, Buried Gold of Bicuner and others of
southwestern Arizona. Paperback, $2.00.

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS OF THE
AMERICAN SOUTHWEST by M. M. Heymann.
Features 68 species, all in beautiful four-color
photographs. Descriptions are stated in simple,
non-technical terms. Extensive text tells of their
origins and life-styles today. Extremely useful
book for all who enjoy watching and learning
about wildlife. Paperback, 77 pages, $4.95.

6

CAMPING AND CLIMBING IN BAJA by John
Robinson. Contains excellent maps and photos.
A guidebook to the Sierra San Pedro Martir and
the Sierra Juarez of Upper Baja Calif. Much of
this land is unexplored and unmapped still. Car
routes to famous ranches and camping spots in
palm-studded canyons with trout streams tempt
weekend tourists who aren't up to hiking. Paper-
back, 96 pages, $2.95.

GUIDE FOR INSULATOR COLLECTORS by
John C. Tibbitts. This is the third and final book
on insulators by veteran bottle col lector John Tib-
bitts. This third book has a revised price list and
index to insulators described in the previous two
volumes. However, each volume describes insul-
ators not shown in the other books, so for a com-
plete roundup of all insulators, all three volumes
are needed. Books are paperback, averaging 120
pages, illus., $3.00 EACH. Please state WHICH
VOLUME when ordering.

HANS KLEIBER, Artist of the Bighorn Moun-
tains by Emmie Mygatt and Roberta Cheney. A
man who loved nature above all, this legacy of
Hans Kleiber's superb etchings and paintings is
admirably presented by the authors as a glimpse
into the experiences which served as back-
ground and inspiration for his art. Horizontal
81/2x11 format, 74 etchings, 22 paintings, aqua-
tints, photographs, cloth bound, boxed, $17.95.

DESERT GEM TRAILS by Mary Frances Strong
The "bible" for both amateur and veteran rock-
hounds and backcountry explorers, DESERT
Magazine's Field Trip Editor has brought up-to-
date her popular field guide. Areas have been
deleted which are now closed to the public, and
maps updated. Heavy paperback, 80 pages,
$2.00.

TURQUOISE, The Gem of the Centuries by
Oscar T. Branson. The most complete and lav-
ishly illustrated all color book on turquoise.
Identifies 43 localities, treated and stabilized
material, gives brief history of the gem and de-
tails the individual techniques of the Southwest
Indian Tribes. Heavy paperback, large format,
68 pages, $7.95.

FORKED TONGUES AND BROKEN TREATIES
Edited by Donald E. Worcester. This book gives
us a better understanding of the unequal strug-
gle of native against immigrant while our nation
was being explored and settled. Profusely illus-
trated with excellent photos, a "must" refer-
ence for historians, students, librarians. Hard-
cover, 494 pages, $9.95.

WHERE TO FIND GOLD IN THE MOTHER
LODE by James Klein. As in his Where to Find
Gold in the Desert and Where to Find Gold in
Southern California, author Klein guides you to
the areas in which people are doing the best
now. He includes history, tips on equipment
needed, how to pan, how to stake claims, etc.
Paperback, 121 pages, illustrated with photos
and maps, $4.95 each.

HISTORICAL ATLAS OF NEW MEXICO by
Warren A. Beck and Ynez D. Haase. Geographi-
cal data, sites of preshistoric civilizations, events
of history, first towns, stagecoach lines, historic
trails, etc., are included in this comprehensive
atlas. Excellent maps, index. Hardcover, highly
recommended, $5.95.

HISTORICAL ATLAS OF CALIFORNIA by
Warren A. Beck and Ynez D. Hasse. Extensive
documentation and pertinent detail make this
atlas a valuable aid to the student, scholar and
everyone interested in the Golden State. 101 ex-
cellent maps present information on the major
faults, early Spanish explorations, Mexican land
grants, routes to gold fields, the Butterfield and
Pony Express routes, CCC camps, World War II
Installations, etc. Hardcover, extensive index,
highly recommended, $9.95.

THE CREATIVE OJO BOOK by Diane Thomas.
Instructions for making the colorful yarn talis-
mans originally made by Pueblo and Mexican
Indians. Included are directions for wall-hung
ojos, necklaces, mobiles and gift-wrap tie-ons.
Well illustrated with 4-color photographs, 52
pages, paperback, $2.95.

THE CARE OF DESERT REPTILES by Karl H.
Switak. This small, but informative booklet
contains 4-color photos of all species included,
and were photographed in their native habitat.
Interesting information regarding Distribution;
Size; Food, and Care. $1.50.
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SUCCESSFUL COIN HUNTING by Charles L.
Garrett. An informative study of coin hunting,
this is a complete guide on where to search,
metal detector selection and use, digging tools
and accessories, how to dig and the care and
handling of coins. A classic book in the field. 181
pages, paperback, $5.00.

TALES OF THE SUPERSTITIONS, The Origins
of The Lost Dutchman Legend by Robert Blair.
An intriguing and well documented account of
the fabulous Lost Dutchman, the author turns up
new clues and signatures which will prove to be
both a setback and a stimulus to the search for
the legendary mine. Paperback, 175 pages,
$4.95.

RAY MANLEY'S SOUTHWESTERN INDIAN
ARTS AND CRAFTS is a full color presentation
of the culture of the Southwest including jewel-
ry, pottery, baskets, rugs, kachinas, Indian art
and sandpaintings. 225 color photographs, inter-
esting descriptive text. Heavy paperback, 96
pages, $7.95.

LOST MINES & BURIED TREASURES ALONG
THE OLD FRONTIER by John D. Mitchell. The
second of Mitchell's books on lost mines which
was out-of-print for many years. Many of these
appeared in DESERT Magazine years ago and
these issues are no longer available. New read-
ers will want to read these. Contains the original
map first published with the book and one pin-
pointing the areas of lost mines. Mitchell's per-
sonal research and investigation has gone into
the book. Hardcover, 240 pages $7.50.

NEVADA GHOST TOWNS AND MINING
CAMPS by Stanley W. Paher. Covering all of
Nevada's 17 counties, Paher has documented
575 mining camps, many of which have been
erased from the earth. The book contains the
greatest and most complete collection of historic
photographs of Nevada ever published. This,
coupled with his excellent writing and map,
creates a book of lasting value. Large format,
700 photographs, hardcover, 492 pages, $15.00

BUTCH CASSIDY, My Brother by Lula Parker
Betenson. Official version of the authentic life
story of Butch Cassidy, actually Robert Leroy
Parker, famed outlaw of his native Utah and ad-
joining states, told by his surviving sister. The
book also offers a new look at Utah Mormom his-
tory by a participant. Hardcover, many rare pic-
tues, 265 pages, $7.95.

GEOLOGY FIELD GUIDE TO SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA by Robert P. Sharp. Designed for
people without any formal acquaintance with
geology, this book provides some understanding
of basic geological matters, furnishes descrip-
tions of geological features and relationships in 9
natural provinces within Southern California and
serves as a guide to geological features visible
in Southern California that can be seen while
traveling by car along highways. Well illustrated
with maps and pictures, paperback, 181 pages
$4.95.

GHOST TOWNS OF THE COLORADO ROCK-
IES by Robert L. Brown. Written by the author
of Jeep Trails to Colorado Ghost Towns, this
boo< deals with ghost towns accessible by pas-
senger car. Gives directions and maps for
finding towns along with historical backgrounds.
Hardcover, 401 pages, $7.95.

THE CAVE PAINTINGS OF BAJA CALIFOR-
NIA, The Great Murals of an Unknown People
by Harry Crosby. A sequel to his The King's
Highway in Baja California, the author presents
a tantalizing disclosure of a sweeping panorama
of great murals executed by an unknown people
in a. land which has barely been penetrated by
man. Beautifully illustrated with color reproduc-
tions of cave paintings and sketches of figures
which appear on cave walls in four different
mountain ranges. Hardcover, large format, 174
pages, $18.50.

GOLD RUSH COUNTRY by the Editors of
Sunset Books. A revised and up-dated practical
guide to California's Mother Lode country. Di-
vided into geographical areas for easy weekend
trips, the 8x11 heavy paperback new edition is
profusely illustrated with photos and maps.
Special features and anecdotes of historical and
present day activities. Four-color cover, 96
pages, $2.95.
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CALIFORNIA-NEVADA GHOST TOWN ATLAS
and SOUTHWESTERN GHOST TOWN ATLAS
by Robert Neil Johnson. These atlases are excel-
lent do-it-yourself guides to lead you back to
scenes and places of the early West. Some pho-
tos and many detailed maps with legends and
bright, detailed descriptions of what you will
see; also mileage and highway designations.
Heavy paperback, each contains 48 pages, each
Atlas priced at $2.00.

MY CANYONLANDS by Kent Frost. A vivid ac-
count of the early exploration of Utah's Canyon-'
lands by the author who spent his entire life ex-
ploring America's new national park and who
presently runs a guide service through the
scenic country. Hardcover, artist illustrations,
160 pages, $5.00.

GOLD DIGGERS ATLAS by Robert Neil John-
son. Maps covering the areas from California
east to Texas and north to British Columbia
show where gold has been found. Gives likely
sites of "buried treasure tales" such as the Lost
Breyfogle Ledge, Lost Adams Cave, Lost Arch
Mine, Lost mule Shoe Gold, Lost Black Rock
Silver and many more. Paperback, $3.00.

CALIFORNIA YEARBOOK, Bicentennial Edi-
tion. Contains 25 separate chapters covering all
aspects of the state. Comprehensive index of
names, places, topics and events. 400 pages of
accurate, up-to-date information and statistics.
Large format, paperback, $4.95.

California residents
please add

6% state sales tax
Please add 25c for postage & handling

GOLDEN CHIA, by Harrison Doyle. This book il-
lustrates the great difference between the high
desert chia, and the Mexican variety presently
sold in the health food stores. It identifies the en-
ergy-factor, a little-known trace mineral found
only in the high desert seeds. Also includes a
section on vitamins, minerals, proteins, en-
zymes, etc., needed for good nutrition. Referred
to as "the only reference book in America on this
ancient Indian energy food. 100 pages, illustrat-
ed, Paperback, $4.75; Cloth Cover, $7.75.

LOST MINES AND HIDDEN TREASURES by
Leland Lovelace: Authoritative and exact ac-
counts give locations and fascinating data about
a lost lake of gold in California, buried Aztec in-
gots in Arizona, kegs of coins, and all sorts of ex-
citing booty for treasure seekers. Hardcover
$5.95.

ON DESERT TRAILS by Randall Henderson,
founder and publisher of Desert Magazine for 23
years. One of the first good writers to reveal the
beauty of the mysterious desert areas. Hender-
son's experiences, combined with his comments
on the desert of yesterday and today, make this a
MUST for those who really want to understand
the desert. 375 pages, illustrated. Hardcover,
$7.50.

TOP BOTTLES U.S.A. by Art and Jewel Umber-
ger. The discovery of a rare old bottle opens up a
new understanding of life at an earlier period. A
collection of old medicine bottles takes one back
to a slower, less complicated life-style. A time
when a concoction of aromatic bitters could cure
almost anything. The authors have an expertise
in their field that cannot be challenged. Illustrat-
ed, paperback, $4.50.

BAJA CALIFORNIA GUIDE by Cliff Cross in-
cludes highway information on the new trans-
peninsula highway, accommodations, etc. All
updated material, 60 maps, 450 photos, large
format, $4.95.

TREASURE HUNTER'S MANUAL #7 by Karl
von Mueller. Treasure, or treasure trove, may
consist of anything having a cash or convertible
value; money in all forms, bullion, jewelry,
guns, gems, heirlooms, genuine antiques, rare
letters and documents, rare books and much,
much more. This complete manual covers every
facet of treasure hunting. Paperback, 293 pages,
illustrated, $6.50.

UTAH GEM TRAILS by Bessie W. Simpson.
Newly revised edition for the casual rockhound
or collector interested in collecting petrified
wood, fossils, agate and crystals. The book does
not give permission to collect in areas written
about, but simply describes and maps the areas.
Paperback, illustrated, maps, $3.50.

WILDLIFE OF THE SOUTHWEST DESERTS by
Jim Cornett. Written for the layman and serious
students alike, this is an excellent book on all of
the common animals of the Southwest deserts. A
must for desert explorers, it presents a brief life
history of everything from ants to burros. Paper-
back, 80 pages, illustrated, $2.99.



COOK BOOKS
For the outdoor enthusiast,
and those who like to flavor
their life with the unusual

ROUGHING IT EASY by Dian Thomas, puts
:he fun back into camping with easy and
economical ways to prepare foods, equip a
campsite and organize a camping trip. Pa-
perback, 203 pages, $5.95.

AMERICAN INDIAN FOOD AND LORE by
arolyn Neithammer. Original Indian plants

used for foods, medicinal purposes, etc., de-
scribed, plus unusual recipes. Large format,
191 pages, profusely illustrated, $4.95.

DUTCH OVEN COOK BOOK by Don Holm.
Mew and exciting culinary adventures in
Dutch Oven cooking. Heavy paperback, 106
pages, $3.95.

CACTUS COOK BOOK compiled by Joyce L.
Tate. An excellent selection of recipes that
emphasize their edible or potable qualities.
Also includes chapter on Food Preservation.
Paperback, 127 pages, $2.00.

SOURDOUGH COOKBOOK by Don and
Myrtle Holm. How to make a sourdough
starter and many dozens of sourdough re-
cipes. Paperback, 136 pages, i 11 us., $3.95.

CROCKERY COOKERY by Mable Hoffman.
262 tested slow-cooker recipes. Contains
Consumer's Guide to various pots, tempera-
ture charts and details on how the recipes
work with each pot. 176 pages illus., $4.95.

ARIZONA COOK BOOK by Al and Mildred
Fischer. Unusual recipes for Indian cooking,
Mexican dishes, Western specialties. Unique
collection. Paperback, 142 pages, $3.00.

Add 25c per order for postage/handling
California residents please add 6% Sales tax

Send check or money order today to

Magazine Book Shop

P.O. Box 1318
Palm Desert, California 92260

Books for

Headers

pinole and various sourdough recipes are
offerings of the "Ear l y Cal i forn ia"
chapter.

The abundant chapter on "California
Fruits" will surprise everyone with its
versatility and variety, especially the
tantalizing section on Avocados.

Other chapters contain delicious re-
cipes for wheat germ zucchini bread,
asparagus pie, seaside grunion, wine
cake, and many, many more.

A total of 400 recipes, paperback,
spiral-bound, 142 pages, $3.00.

All books reviewed are available through the
Desert Magazine Book Shop. Please add 25c per
order for handling and California residents must
include 6% state sales tax.

Califoriya
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CALIFORNIA
Five-In-One
COOK BOOK

Compiled by Al and Mildred Fischer

For those familiar with Al and Mildred
Fischer's Arizona Cook Book, adding
their new California "Five-In-One"
Cook Book to their collection will be a
must.

Recipes have been divided into "Early
California—Indian, Mexican, Mission,
Gold Rush," "California Fruits—Citrus,
Dates, Figs, Nuts, Raisins, Avocados,
etc., " "California Products —Honey,
Rice, Beans, Beef, Lamb, Vegetables,
etc.," "Sea Foods" and "Wine Cook-
ing."

Acorn stew, pinon nut cakes, juniper
tea, beef jerky, pemmican, masa, atole,

ADVENTURES IN THE REDWOODS

By Harriett E. Weaver

The story of the giant redwood goes
back into antiquity a hundred million
years to a time when much of the planet
was covered with warm seas, when some
of its creatures were deserting water for
dry land and monstrous reptiles domin-
ated all living things.

Thus begins the saga of the giant trees
—the Coast redwoods and their moun-
tain cousins, the Sequoia—the living
skyscrapers found only in California and
a small portion of Oregon.

How have they managed to survive the
dinosaur and the Timber Barons? How
do they maintain their delicate ecosys-
tem? The answers are as awe-inspiring
as their majestic size, truly justifying
their scientific name of sempervirens, or
ever-living.

Cave Paintings of Bafa
The first definitive book on the art of prehistoric peo-
ple which has long been neglected by historians,
archaeologists and artists. Forty pages of color re-
productions of some of the finest of the cave paint-
ings, 70 sketches of figures which appear in various
colors on cave walls in four mountain ranges.
Hardcover, $18.50.

Send check or money order today to Add 25c per order for

"7kmAm£T . , . . . . postage/handling
£Jtm*L~ Magazine BOOk Shop California residents
P. O. Box 1318 Palm Desert, California 92260 p l e a s e a d d 6 % S a l e s l a x

By Harry Crosby
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Author of FROSTY, A Raccoon to Re-
member and Beloved Was BAHAMAS,
A Steer to Remember, many of our
readers are famil iar wi th Harr iett
Weaver whose career as California's
first woman park ranger was spent
among the redwoods. In addition to
telling their fascinating story, Harriett
gives a detailed guide to all major red-
wood groves in both the coastal and
Sierra regions.

Beautifully illustrated, paperback, 160
pages, $2.95.

WELLS FARGO
The Legend

By Dale Robertson

The name Wells Fargo invokes lively
images of an era which thrived on drama
and romance. Dale Robertson, star of the
television series Tales of Wells Fargo
and longtime afficionado of Western
history, has recreated the Wells Fargo
legend.

With his personal narrative style,
without departing from known fact, Dale
brings to life the Concord stage, Black
Bart, the intrepid stage drivers and shot-
gun messengers, the California Cole
Rush and Nevada silver strike.

An equally authentic, visual accom
paniment to the test is provided by Roy
Purcell. Many readers will remembe
Mr. Purcell as the "mystery artist of the
murals in Chloride Canyon," Letters to
the Editor, September and Octobe
issues, 1975. His illustrations for Wells
Fargo, The Legend have been selectee
for their artistic excellence as well a
their graphic genuineness.

Paperback, 154 pages, $4.95.

LOST MINES AND TREASURES
OF THE SOUTHWEST

by Jimmie Busher 200 stories 200 maps
Calif Ariz Nev Utah Colo N.Mex Tex Okla

Fantastic New Book Wonderful Gift
Only $5 postpaid Satisfaction Guaranteed

Prompt Delivery Send orders to:
Treasure Book Guides

Box 368 Mesilla Park, New Mexico 88047

S§R¥ICES
ForAmrly Sky West Aviation

Send for colorful

brochure describing

our scenic Mights

§
OFFERING:

Popular air tours over Canyonlands and

Arches National Parks and other scenic high-

lights in southern Utah.

• Located at Canyonlands Field, 16 miles

north of Moab, Utah

• Also serving the Lake Powell-Grand Can-

yon area out of Page, Arizona

Canyonlands Air Service, Moab, Utah 84532 [801] 259-7781

UPHILL BOTH WAYS
Hiking Colorado's High Country

Robert L. Brown

Hiking teaches self reliance, affords pleasure, freedom, and re-
wards unlike those offered by any other activity today. This book
offers a choice selection of hikes. They are grouped by area and all
are in Colorado's Rocky Mountains. There are trails of graduated
difficulty, including walks for the beginner, and for all who want to
see more of Colorado's beautiful high mountain country.

Need suggestions about what to carry, how to build your pack,
safety suggestions? This book has these features, and more.

232 pages, 6 x 9 paperbound, photographs and maps $4.95

The CAXTON PRINTERS, Ltd.
Box 700

Caldwell, Idaho 83605

COME EXPLORE THE
WILDERNESS WITH US
BACKPACKER magazine is . . . for experienced, upscale
hikers, backpackers and outdoors enthusiasts. Editorial
emphasis is upon the quality of the outdoors experience —,
not upon elementary "how to's". i

Each handsome issue of this richly illustrated bimonthly
has over 80 pages of photos and articles by such leading
photographers and writers as Colin Fletcher, Ansel
Adams, Harvey Manning, Eric Ryback, Eliot Porter, and
Galen Rowell.
We feature articles on . . .
• Backpacking trips in pursuit of scientific or historic infor-

mation
• Ski touring
• Hikes for spiritual or esthetic uplift
• Nature photography with portfolios of color photos and

interviews of leading nature photographers
• In depth backpacking equipment reports

You can look forward to BACKPACKER every February,
April, June, August, October and December.

Please send me a nine-
month trial subscription (4

bi-monthly issues) of BACK-
PACKER magazine at the
Special Introductory Sub-

scription rate of $7.50. This is
a savings of 25% off the

single copy price.

Add $ .60 for Canada; $3.00 for Foreign
• i Check enclosed, i iMoney Order enclosed.

Name

Address

City State Zip

BACKPACKER MAGAZINE
28 West 44th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
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A nostalgic
look at

B RIVING DOWN Highway 385, from
Odessa to Fort Stockton, the West
Texas plains seem to stretch endless-

ly towards an ever evasive horizon. The
100-mile stretch is broken only by the
sleeping oil towns of Crane and
McCamey, their presence bringing a
moment of respite from the boredom of
the empty land.

It helps if one has a companion or,
lacking that, a vivid imagination to wile
away the time. For apart from the thin
ribbon of highway concrete and asphalt,
this is a land little changed over the cen-

turies.
It does not take much inventiveness to

see the ghosts of Conquistadores sky-
lined on the low hills ahead, eternally
looking for the El Dorado that brought

them to explore and settle this vastness.
Or perhaps the file of Comanche war-
riors trailing along the desert wastes, en
route to or returning from their raids into
Mexico. A clear night, with a bright

Opposite page: Photo of
the 2nd Fort Stockton. In the

foreground is post trader's
Friedlander's building. The building

shown above the latter is the fort's
post trader's building. The view is to the

northeast of the present
county courthouse.

Right: A view of a troop of the
Tenth Cavalry adjacent to the row of

officers' quarters. Both photos taken by
Captain George Wedemeyer

in 1885.
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moon, brings them into better perspec-
tive for it was the big, yellow moon,
known as the "Comanche Moon," that
sent the Mexicans to the South cowering
and hiding behind their bolted doors.

The road dips to cross a sandy, virtual-
ly waterless gully, sometimes called
rivers in this land, and you can visualize
the train of prairie schooners, lurching
and waving as the hoarse shouts of the
drivers urge the oxen to double their ef-
forts in pulling up the far side.

The stagecoach careens by, its "wh ip"
flogging the air with words never meant
for the lady passengers. Nor would the
scene be complete without the spectacle
of a vast herd of long-horned cattle head-
ed north, perhaps to Dodge City, Abil-
ene or some other railroad.

And lastly you see the cavalry patrol,
moving in pairs, ever on the scout for
marauding Indians, Comancheros, or
even Mexican or American bandits that
once made this land a risky one for
travel —not more than a century ago. As
you watch them, their pace becomes a
little livelier, their talk a little spicier for
they know, and now you know, they are
nearing Fort Stockton and the end of a
journey.

As far as may be determined, the first
settlers to locate here were a group of
Jesuits who planned a mission of sorts to
be called "St. Gall," although there is
some discrepancy amongst historians as
Desert/August 1976

by FRED S. COOK

to whether or not this was ever accom-
plished, in what year, and whatever hap-
pened to the mission. Unfortunately for
the good Fathers, the Comanche and
Kiowa, and the Apache to the north were
not as amenable to Mission life as the
more docile tribes of California.

Sometime in 1854, the first of two, or
actually three, posts were established
here, and at that time the area was
known as Comanche Springs. It was
founded as a temporary post, a
sub-camp of Fort Davis, about 100 miles
away, and its main purpose seems to
have been to deny the Comanche and
Kiowa raiders the privilege of using the
waters of the Pecos River and so hinder
their raiding activities.

From the start, an aura of mystery
surrounds the "For t . " No one seems to
have knowledge as to how it was named.
Some claim it was for Commodore Rob-
ert Field Stockton who distinguished
himself in the Mexican War. But then,
whoever heard of the Army giving a
Navy man the honor of having a fort
named after him? Some say it was
named for Richard F. Stockton (1730-
1781), a New Jersey lawyer who was one
of the signers of the Declaration of lr.de-
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"Fine Steaks That
Live Up To Their Name"

Open 6 a.m. Daily
Breakfast Served All Day

Grill Closes 9:45 p.m.
Ph. 336-5154

Located on Hwys. 290 & 67
West side of Fort Stockton

SUNDAY HOUSE
iHOTOIt

• Club • Pool
• Restaurant

• Color TV
Singles and Doubles

with King and Queen Beds
24-Hour Phone
(915)336-8521

Located on Highway 290
West side of Fort Stockton

Yucca Trailer Park
MOBILE HOME PARK

Overnighters Welcome

• Cable TV • Tile Bath

• Playground . Utilities

Ph. (915)336-2697

Located 3 Blks North of
Hwy. 290 - Turn at Ramada Inn

in Fort Stockton, Texas

GIVE
DtHiSL

Subscriptions as Gifts

AUTHENTIC AMERICAN INDIAN
TURQUOISE RING *1995!
Handcrafted! Massive! No two alike!

You'll collect and cherish all of our "blue on
blue" Indian Silver Turquoise Jewelry at
reg. prices once you've seen and worn this
magnificent Azure Blue Beauty! That's why
it's yours while supply lasts for Vz of its $40
store price . . . just $19.95 plus $1.50
postage, handling. Add 6% sales tax for
California residents. Send check, M.O.

Nickel's
World
of Gifts
5628
Liggett Way
Carmichael,
California 95608

endence, Still others say it was for
ome soldier or non-commissioned offi-
er who distinguished himself in a cam-
aign thereabout.
The true answer will probably never

e known, anymore than it will be known
A'ho carved the date "1847" on the
'zero stone" which lies in the park
jefore the court house. This stone,
/vhich is claimed to be the basis for all
he surveys of the area, was reported

marked by the first survey crew to come
out of Fort Davis. However, in that year
here was no Fort Davis. The true date of
he stone, according to local historians,
/vas 1859 when Anson E. Mills, the de-
puty surveyor for El Paso County, form-
ally laid out Fort Stockton on March 29,
1859.

It was also at that time that Company
' H , " of the First United States Infantry,

commanded by 1st Lt. Walter Jones,
started construction of the first perman-
ent fort. Prior to that it had only been re-
garded as an outpost and the men slept
in tents.

Almost from the start the fort made
history. A company of cavalry, under the
command of Captain Albert G. Brackett,
rested there overnight on their pursuit of
a band of Comanche warriors whom they
were to follow deep into Mexican terri-
tory, and thus stirred up considerable
diplomatic chat-chat.

The following year, in 1860, May 23 to
be precise, the status of the encampment
was officially changed to "Fort Stockton"
from "Camp Stockton." Actually, it
never was a " fo r t . " At least no self-re-
specting scribe of Hollywood westerns
would have termed it that. The Officers
Quarters, some of which still stand and
are used as private residences today,
flanked one side of the parade ground.
On the opposite side were the barracks
and some general buildings, all of which
are now gone. One end of the ground
contained general buildings, and at the
opposite end were the Sutler's store and
Guard House. This latter, still in good
condition, is maintained by the City and
is open to the general public. Nearby
was a Butterfield Express Station. There
were no walls of adobe or wood, and the
post, often manned by a skeleton force,
was never attacked.

In 1861, the Civil War broke out and
Brigidier General David E. Twiggs or-
dered the men out of Fort Stockton. In
fact, he ordered the men in the entire
Southwest to abandon their posts and re-
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treat to San Diego in California, They
were hardly out of sight when the post
was occupied by the Second Regiment of
the Texas Mounted Rifles, under the
command of Col. John R. Baylor. He
turned command over to Captain Bill
"Good" Adams who looked after things
until early in 1862 when word came that
Sibley had been defeated by California
troops in western New Mexico. Adams
then ordered the fort abandoned and left
for other parts. As far as can be deter-
mined, the Confederate garrison never
engaged in hostile actions against any-
one, including Comanche, Kiowa, Apa-
che, Comanchero, banditos or you name
it. And for that matter, the settlers who
remained there found the intervening
years rather trouble-free ones.

In 1867, the U.S. Army returned to the
scene, this time in the shape of two com-
panies of the 41st Infantry, and soon
followed by the Ninth U.S. Cavalry,
under command of Colonel Edward
Hatch. The latter were black soldiers and
were soon dubbed by the Indians as the
"Buffalo Soldiers." They proved to be
one of the best cavalry units in the Army,
although there was an ugly incident at
Fort Stockton when some rebelled
against their white officers. The "rebel-
l ion" was put down by loyal troops and
some of the participants sentenced to
death while others received long prison
terms.

The troops based here engaged in a
number of campaigns against the Co-
manche and later against the Apache,
but apart from that there was very little
acitivity in the area until the period be-
tween 1876 and 1880 when, strangely
enough, a number of bandits seemed at-
tracted to the area. According to reports,
or legends, Billy the Kid was a resident
hereabout for a while, as was Sam Bass.
There were stories that Frank and J essie
James were seen in the area, but such
stories are more often the fabrication of
imaginations rather than factual.

J une 26 & 27, 1886, Company " G " of
the Third United States Cavalry and
Company " P " of the 16th Infantry
packed their bags and marched off. On
June 30, 1886, the fort was officially
listed as being permanently abandoned
by the military.

When Fort Stockton was founded, the
usual resultant town sprang up. One of
the best patronized places of business
was the Grey Mule Saloon where
soldiers from the fort, travelers and local
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badmen congregated. It was said to be
owned by a local sheriff named Royal
who was finally defeated in a close elec-
tion. When he refused to give up his
office, he was shot down in the court-
house by an opponent who didn't want to
drag through the red tape of a recount.

About the turn of the century, a Mrs.
Annie Riggs opened a hotel near the
court house plaza and just to make sure
that none of her guests became unruly,
or bothered any strangers, she enforced
her "house rules" by wearing a six-gun
on each hip.

Today, the old hotel is a very well
stocked and well kept museum which is
open to the public. Rooms are decorated
as they were about the turn of the cen-
tury, allowing one to literally step into
the past.

There are also a number of other old
homes and buildings about town, some
still inhabited and others in various
stages of disrepair. One includes a mu-
seum-schoolroom where many of the
local residents did actually learn their
"Three R's" in the days when there
were no busing problems and children
minded their parents and teacher.

The County Court House is of modern
vintage, but on the same site as the orig-
inal court house. Some say that an inves-
tigation of old records will disclose the

Desert/August 1976

signature of "Judge Roy Bean." Then
there are others who say that Judge
Bean couldn't write his name and never
kept records anyway.

For those who like to poke around old
cemeteries, Fort Stockton may prove a
disappointment. When the Army pulled
out they took all their bodies and re-in-
terred them in Fort Sam Houston in San
Antonio.

The early graves that are left show
that living to 40 years of age in those
days was an achievement in itself. But
whether this was due to a lack of medical
proficiency on the part of the doctors, or
a lack of marksmanship on the part of the
deceased, is unknown.

Today, Stockton is a friendly, small
town, on the west Texas Plains, basking
in the historic sunshine of its past. It is
well supplied with modern hotels, res-
taurants and other visitor facilities. It is
the home of a well known Texas historian
and author, Clayton Williams, Sr , who
is always ready to stop and spin a yarn
with a visitor.

Within easy driving range are such
historic sites as Fort Davis, now a State
Park; McDonald Observatory; the one-
time wild, oil towns of McCamey and
Crane and to the north, it is a pleasant
day's trip to Carlsbad and The Caverns,
and to Guadalupe National Park. •

Stage
Coach
Inn

• Inside Dining
• Curb Service
• Call In Orders

Specializing in Fried Chicken

Phone 336-2804
1401 W. Dickinson (Hwy. 29)

Fort Stockton, Texas

.Sifve

Le%e
• Pool • Color TV

• Laundry

Restaurants Adjacent

Ph. (915)336-3311

Located on Hiways 290-67-385
and 285, E. Side Fort Stockton

ZIP CODE

YOUR MAIL

KEENE ENGINEERING, Inc. Dept. D
9330 Corbin Avenue
Northridge, CA 91324

• Send me your FREE 1976 Catalog
• Enclosed is $7.95. Send me your

240 page "Dredging For Gold,"
the book that tells everything
about underwater gold-dredging.
(Calif, residents add 48c tax)

Name

Address

City State Zip
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Coin 1
Hunting

m
Barnwell« by

RICHARD
TAYLOR

A weathered
wooden headstone
marks the site
of an old grave
near Barnwell.

14

'VE JUST found another coin!" my
wife, Leah, called for the third time.
Our coin-hunting trip to the ghost

town site of Manvel (better known as
Barnwell}, California was paying off very
well.

Situated high in the sage-covered foot-
hills of the New York Mountains, near
the Nevada-California border, this old
town came into being in 1893 when the
completion of the Nevada Southern Rail-
way made it a bustling railhead for min-
ing camps and towns in the area. It was
first named for Allen Manvel, then presi-
dent of A&P. During the next year, it be-
came an even more important railhead
when the California Eastern Railroad
was built from Manvel to Vanderbilt,
then extended to Ivanpah in 1902.

Rail freight was brought to Barnwell
through Needles and Goffs and then
loaded on wagons for delivery to the Ne-
vada towns of Searchlight, Nelson, El-
dorado, Goodsprings and Johnnie. For a
short time, freight was delivered to Las
Vegas and the boomtowns of Rhyolite
and Bullfrog..

Probably the most excitement the little
town ever experienced occurred when
Jim McKinney, a western badman, rode
in after killing two men in Arizona.
Shortly thereafter, the town literally
bristled with lawmen: Sheriff Rolphs of
San Bernardino County arrived in a loco-
motive commandeered at Coffs, Sheriff
Frulenthal brought in a posse from Lin-
coln County, Nevada, Sheriff Lovin and a
16-man posse, including two Walapai In-
dian trackers, came up on a special train
from Mohave County, Arizona and U.S.
Marshal John Potts also arrived from
Arizona.

However, even with a U.S. Marshal
and three posses hot on his trail, the elu-
sive outlaw escaped. He had told a team-
ster in Barnwell that he was headed
south for the Providence Mountains. Up-
on learning of this, the lawmen immedi-
ately set out tracking him across the
desert.

Meanwhile, McKinney doubled back
and headed north, concealing his tracks
by riding among a herd of cattle. He es-
caped over Walker Pass, but subse-
quently was killed in a gun battle with
law officers in his home territory, Kern
County, California.

For more than a decade, Barnwell
boasted a sizeable population with
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stores, saloons, hotels and other busi-
ness houses. But the town was finished
in 1904 with the completion of the San
Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt Lake Rail-
road. This new line passed through Las
Vegas, taking away Barnwell's Nevada
trade. For a time, the town survived by
supplying a few California camps, but it
wasn't profitable and rail service was

soon discontinued.
Today, only a couple of small cabins, a

corral and a few foundations mark the
site of Barnwell, but we were correct in
assuming that it could be a coin hunter's
bonanza.

We've found 32 old coins, several
tokens, some excellent old bottles and
other memorabilia during our several

trips to the site. Some of the coins, in-
cluding a shield nickel and a 1900S In-
dianhead penny, are in surprisingly good
condition.

With more than a decade of continuous
activity in its past, Barnwell is bound to
yield more coins to those who have the
patience and perseverance to seek them
out. •

Above: Ruins of a saloon
once owned by the brother of

Wyatt Earp in the gold
mining town of Vanderbilt,
a few miles from Barnwell.

Right: A portion of the
many coins and interesting

relics found in Barnwell.
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AUOIIOC
Count v...

a history
buff's

minefield

• I IRESIDE SMOKE snakes up into a
W cool October night, deep blue with
I the clarity of Northern California in
1855. Men and women, jubilant with the
exhaustion of a gut-ripping mountain
crossing, sing and dance beside verdant
pines. Children sleep in wagons cluster-
ed at a flat meadow spring.

Something cracks in the boulders
bundled in the dark forest slopes.

A fiddle, squeaking accompaniment to
nervous off-key singers, stops. Dancers
continue to stomp the Fandango. And a
few singers keep it up.

From the muddy banks of a livestock-
choked creek—ruff lings and a shrill cry.

Silence. Too long. The last silence.
Indians, Paiutes, tumble from their
rocky crags. Arrows, long shafts arc
across campfires. Screams of one-on-one
combat choke the children awake.

Musket shots send blue clouds and un-
burned powder into the pine thickets.
And more Indians come.

In a few minutes, in an obscure valley
along the Lassen-Applegate Trail, 200
settlers are cut apart, massacred, their
belongings strewn, their livestock taken
and their westward progress forever
stopped.

T-B by

VAN WILKINSON

This gentle
hillside was final
stopping place
on the ascent of
Lassen
[Fandango]
Pass. The small
lake served as a
final watering
spot before the
great uphill
struggle.
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And their horror gave us the name:
Fandango Pass.

To historians, of course, this is a lie.
To them, the Fandango Pass massacre is
a handed-down exaggeration, more ac-
curately an incremental compilation of
valid parts into a questionably grisly
whole.

Modoc County, even today, is an his-
torian's minefield: sometimes the "dig-
ging" is quiet—occasionally the parade
of facts is explosively shaken by a rumor
overturned or an anachronism un-
earthed.

Let's poke around Modoc County,
starting with those bold, pained years
when Northern California's uppermost
territory was wholly the domain of the
Paiute, Pit and Modoc Indians and was
in the way of westward swarming set-
tlers and miners.

Oregon's fertile midlands were being
tilled by 1844. Eastern farmers, willing
to take the term "west" at its fullest
value, were hauling their futures along
the Oregon or California Trail. Then, as
now, time was money and first come was
first served a piece of the new territory.
Hence the need for shorter routes to the
new lands.

Jesse Applegate (in 1846) and Peter
Lassen (in 1848) helped to lure wagon
trains into Oregon and Northern Cali-
fornia by detouring from the established
California Trail along the Humboldt
River and striking northwest across the
top of Nevada and California.

These two road finders whose names
now identify the trail had either ESP or
some inside data from Sutter, because
the new trail system was in use just as
the gold seekers began to overload the
traditional trails in their desperate west-
ward crush.

Fandango Pass (called Lassen Pass
prior to 1856) is the steepest, bloodiest,
mountain crossing along the trail. You
can drive it today, only a half hour's de-
tour from Highway 395.

Families of the Forty Niners who had
endured the dry summer dust of Neva-
da's deserts and the brackish mud
waters of Surprise Valley looked up the
sharp eastern face of the Warner Moun-
tains toward Fandango Pass. Some
thought they were about to cross the
dreaded Sierra Nevadas and then drop
contented into the fertile Sacramento
Valley. The wiser stayed silent—they

Right:
Weather-abused

sign marks site of
the reputed

Fandango
Massacre. That

the date is missing
seems fitting—

Indian attacks along
this route were

common in the 20
years between

1846-1866.
Below: A sagging
barn shed and the

rusted shells of
steam-powered

machinery litter the
mining camp

which used to be
called the

High Grade but
has been renamed

Klondike.

knew that hundreds of wild miles lay
ahead.

The pull up Fandango Pass was medi-
ocre for a couple of miles and hell for one
more. Wagons were stripped. Oxen
were double, triple teamed. Women

chocked the wagon wheels just before
oxen slid backwards in utter fatigue.
Possessions were thrown aside as
children and elders pulled on the ropes
which edged the wagons up the steepest
quarter mile.
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Oxen and men died together on this
grade.

If spirits were low on the way up, they
soared as the summit was passed and
the flat green expanse of Fandango Val-
ley lay ahead.

And that's where legend and ledger
differ.

Bibliophiles tell us the oft-cited wagon
train descended the valley, left much of
their traveling gear and disabled wagons
behind, converted to horseback and
moved speedily on. Later wagon trains
found the abandoned debris and erron-
eously concluded that a massacre had
occurred.

Most people prefer the account which
tells of those later wagon trains finding
burned, broken wagons, bloodied mus-
kets and knives, fouled personal belong-
ings and, of course, bodies.

No one disputes this: the Warner
Mountains, Fandango Pass and the wet
lowland trails leading away were under
continuous attack from Paiutes and
18

Modocs. No trail was more draining in
terms of human life and more constant in
terms of Indian harassment than the
Lassen-Applegate system, at least on a
per man basis.

You can explore the Fandango area in
Modoc National Forest (see map). Al-
turas, the county seat, is a good place to
begin. National Forest Headquarters
and the Modoc County Museum are both
here.

Alturas is the biggest city in and
around Modoc County, and it's a small
town. It wasn't always that way—it used
to be tiny. From 1870 until 1874 the
name was Dorris Bridge, after the area's
first ranchers. After 1874, it was re-
named Alturas, Spanish for "valley atop
a mountain."

All that remains of the infamous
Lassen [Fandango] Pass grade are
eroding ruts which run straight
up the east face of
the Warner Mountains.
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A bunkhouse and workshop
for High Grade miners

is a classic example of log cabin
architecture so popular in the

Modoc wilderness where timber
is a major commodity.

Alturas's history is as kinky as the
county's. Sixty years after the gold rush
era, Alturas residents still feared raids
from random, renegade Indians. The
railroad's arrival in 1908 brought a new
level of urbanity, but not without some
good ol' Modoc turmoil. Right-of-way
squabbles halted the railway's progress
at the town's edge. So, as the citizens
and courts enjoyed a Sunday off, railmen
constructed the line into town that day.
Such is and was the mood of many in
Modoc County, whose motto is "Where
the West Still Lives." Yes sir.

The railroads, which came late to
Northern California, deserve a mention.
In particular, the NCO. That's right, the
NCO. Not a biggie by anyone's
standards, but possessing a sadly tumul-
tous and singularly obscure history rival-
ing any in the nation.

To NCO's early critics, the letters
stood for Narrow, Crooked and Ornery or
Northern California Outrage. To the men
who hung in there to put the line
through, its official name was the
Nevada-Californ ia-Oregon.

Starting at Reno in 1880, as a line
which would lead north to Goose Lake at

- ' . . * ; ; ; *



the Oregon border, the venture finally
culminated at Lakeview, Oregon, in
1912, 32 years, 238 miles and some ridi-
culous events later.

Railroads crept into Modoc's rich
farming and timber land near Fandango
Valley and over the Warner Mountains
into Surprise Valley at Cedarville. But
these short lines had ever shorter lives;
they were scrapped and dismantled
shortly after completion.

Campers, fishermen and hikers of
Modoc often stay at the secluded lake
spots right below the Oregon line in the
Warner Mountains. The road in goes
through the High Grade mining area (re-
named Klondike), the only significant
mining area in the Warner Mountains —
the weathered and tilted outbuildings
date to about 1910, when the county's
only gold rush was at its heighth. Fur-
ther along this bumping, steep road one
comes to the ghost townsite of Fort Bid-
well. As late as 1911, residents around
Fort Bidwell were terrorizing or being
terrorized by local Indians.

Modoc names, untraceable to definite
points, pull from historic sources all over
the Early West. "Modoc" appears to be
either a misbreeding of two Klamath In-
dian words, "moa" (southerner) and
"dock" (near), or a Shasta Indian word
of unclear meaning, or the name of a
character (Maidac) in a novel read by the
explorer John Fremont, who assigned
the area that name.

The local Indians, having been there a

Lassen -Applegate *
Trail

f follows Villow Creek)

F O R T B1 D W E L L

B A C K C O U N T R Y

( H o d o c C o . )

bit longer than Fremont, called the area
"Smiles from Cod." White settlers and
travelers dubbed it the "Battle Cround
of the Pacific." The Indian tribes came
in all names: the marauding Paiutes
controlling Surprise Valley to the east,
the war-ready Modocs in the north and
the peaceful Pits living in the central,
wet lowlands.

To protect worried stockmen and
farmers from uncooperative Modocs,
Fort Bidwell was established in 1866,
about 16 years too late to help those
along the Lassen-Applegate Trail in the
Westward Movement. Except for Cali-
fornia's only Indian war in 1873, which
saw Modoc warriors outfight cavalrymen
in harsh lava fields, most conflicts were
minor enough to allow the 1893 closure
of the fort. Today it stands as a Depart-
ment of Interior school for Indians.
Desert/August 1976

There's not a lot going on in the north-
easternmost niche of California, even in
the "busy" summer season. No four-
laners full of smogged-in tourists, but
plenty of clear two-laners which lay in
beautiful vacant straightaways through
farm fields and prairie highlands.

Winters come hard to Modoc County;
they hit soon and stay late. Roads close
under the vast artic blades of snow-wind
which wail across the Great Basin.
Otherwise, Pacific storms keep Modoc
pine mountains green and moist.

History is spread thicker here than its
population. Mysterious remnants, hilar-
ious episodes and pristine environs gang
up on the novice Modocophile. A casual
tour, and there simply is no other way to
do it, awakens the old Fandango ques-
tion: why is it so peaceful and quiet
here? •
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Left:
Rock fantasy
high above
a meadow
with tiger
head on
the left.

A NE OF THE FEW remaining un-
So managed and undeveloped historical
y landmarks in southern Idaho is the
unique City of Rocks whose comely and
grotesque formations stand like mute
sentinels guarding the secrets of her
past. In this Bicentennial year, our herit-
age looms clearer in our conscience, and
the preservation of these mileposts
becomes ever more signif icant and
meaningful.

This picturesque phenomenon in na-
ture is only 35 miles from the city of
Burley, Idaho. Situated in the rolling
Albion-Malta mountains known as the
South Hills, the silent city is in the Saw-
tooth National Forest. This mountain
pass, curiously resembling a modern city
skyline, was once the hub of three fa-
mous east-west pioneer trails which
crossed the barren deserts and desolate
wastelands.

But even more than the nostalgic ro-
mantic legends of the past, the silent city
has great scientific value for its granite
mantled gniess dome formations which
reveal its geological history.

These huge rocks are scattered over
an area of more than 35,000 acres, part
of which is used for grazing. Threaded
through the towering spirals passed the
trails of the Indian, the fur trader, ad-
venturous exploration parties and brave
men and women seeking peace, freedom
and fortunes. The Indian followed the
buffalo from water hole to water hole,
20

Right: Close-up
photo of

pioneer names
written on
rocks with

wagon grease.

and the fur trader followed the Indian.
The vanguard scouts followed the fur
trader, and the settlers followed the
scouts as the last frontiers melted away.

Just over 100 years ago, this land of
scenic grandeur was the scene of war-
ring Indians, stage coach robberies, and
the hijacking of wagon trains. The Fort
Hall-Raft River route, the Soda Springs-
Hudspeth cutoffs to the California trail,
and the famous Oregon Trail all crossed
through the tottering cathedral peaks.

One can hear the rustle of the wind
through aspen, pine and juniper as it
whispers of the past, and the lonely cry
of the coyote at night echoes other
strange sounds in history. The slow
plodding of the oxen, and the creeking

groans of the Conestoga wagons mingled
with the happy laughter of pioneer
children; the screaming angry cry of In-
dians answering the sharp crack of im-
migrant rifles, the yell of a driver, or the
loud clatter of startled horses pulling
unbending coaches.

Time has not erased the most fantas-
tic register of dates and names painted
with wagon grease on a huge rock
(Register Rock) by a few who paused to
rest. These stand out in bold relief even
though the elements have eroded and
chipped away at the rocks on which they
were written. These awesome etchings
and messages of that period in history
cannot be duplicated anywhere else in
this Magic Valley area.
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Turtle Rock
sits in

stoney silence.

The rusting metals on the wheels of
the wagons are still seen on the rocks as
a reminder of the anguished struggle to
push the wagons over areas that the
teams alone could not manage. Twisted
and gnarled trees also bear evidence that
they were used to anchor block and
tackle equipment to hold wagons from
slipping. Old diaries are replete with the
reactions of the immigrants to this
steepled marvel, and also filled with
stark tragedy, romance, and colorful
folklore of this area.

No two rock formations are shaped
alike, and many have been given names
by common consent or legend. The
highest peak rises 7,699 feet above sea
level, and Twin Sisters (62 stories high)
6,838. Bath Rock, 26 feet high and al-
most perpendicular to the road, holds
accumulated rain water, and if one
bathes in it before sun-up his youth will
be restored, according to legend.

Eons ago, when the earth was very
young, the great river plain to the north,
east and west of the Silent City (also
known as Goblin City) was a great river
plain of semi-tropical gardens through
which flowed the mighty Snake River
and many small streams. Through those
verdure-clad plains roamed the masto-
don, mammoth, camel and species of the
horse. Great catastrophes overwhelmed
the valley on seven different occasions
and volcanic ash from these eruptions
spewed forth a sea of lava covering the
beautiful valley with a blanket ranging
up to 800 feet deep. In the cataclysm, all

'of the teeming life was annihilated, the
small rivers were burned up and the
channels obliterated. The Snake River
cut its way through the lava carving one
of the most scenic canyons in the west.
The lofty Tetoris were uplifted to frame
the eastern boundary.

Thus the land was dry and desolate
where only bands of savage Indians
roamed to hunt or fish on a choice river
bank before the fur trappers arrived.
Nature from primeval times has slowly
sculptured what appears to be an end-
less sea of domes and turrets from
mountains which have been pushed,
heaved and faulted until they have
eroded and crumbled away leaving these
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weird giant spires and minarets. The
rocks clearly reveal the continual transi-
tion of time, and are easily accessible for
study.

These boulders are of oldest Precam-
brian crystall ine basement complex,
having been buried by 50,000 feet of
Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks which re-
sulted in high temperatures and extreme
pressure deep below the earth's surface.
As time passed, these rocks eventually
became exposed and uplifted in thrust
and shifting in a 10-mile vertical uplift in
this area. Some geologists say that part
of these rocks originated far to the west
of where they now stand, and the unique
protruding monoliths are a geologist's
paradise!

The granite rocks are light in color and
appear as mushroomed or cone-shaped
domes whose caps or tips are slightly
darker in color, and more hardened than
the sides and bases. Where moisture has
penetrated the tiny fractures in the
rocks, it has dissolved some of the
minerals which have jelled, filling up the
fractures and pores which hold the sand
and rock together somewhat like a ce-
ment, and forming a hard cap crust. Be-
low the cap the absorption of moisture
and evaporation has caused chipping
and falling away of the decomposed
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granite at the base where it is more vul-
nerable, and has been carried away by
winds, rains, and melting snows.

Some precious stones such as water
rubies, garnets and opals were found by
the mica miners among the irregular
cone formations where the dream ca-
thedrals sparkled in brilliant splendor.

According to legend, the area was the
campsite of some of the Blackfeet In-
dians, the Bannock, and as recent as the
early 1900's some Shoshone tribes win-
tered among the tottering peaks.

Just four miles away are the remains
of the famous debatable Almo massacre.
The story is told of an immigrant wagon
train of 300 men, women and children
(60 wagons) who were supposed to be
buried in a hole they had frantically dug
in an effort to find water. They were sur-
rounded and cut off by Indians who had
been watching for an opportunity to en-
trap them. There are several versions of
the story. One is that on the fourth night
of the siege, a man and a woman slipped
between the wheels of a wagon into high
sagebrush and escaped across the Utah-
Idaho border, staggering into the little
Mormon settlement at Brigham City,
more than 100 miles from the besieged
wagon train.

Another man and two women, crawl-
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ing on their hands and knees, also es-
caped into the Raft River area where
they were later found by the rescue
party. One of the women had wrapped
her nursing baby in a blanket which she>
held in her teeth as she crawled to
safety. The rest of the wagon train were
dead in the smoldering blackened ashes
when help arrived.

Two years later, Chief Pocatello and
his Bannock Indians burned and looted
seven wagons in a train headed for
California.

Since this historical area is not under
any county, state or federal control,
there are no facilities at the silent city
itself, but the nearby town of Burley has
numerous accommodations.

There is a good highway leading to the
area, but through the strange formations
themselves, there are only dirt roads.

Seasonal wildflowers abound, es-
pecially during years when rain is plen-
tiful. Ground squirrels, jack rabbits,
coyotes, and occasionally deer, can be
seen in the area, in addition to birds,
hawks, partridges, blue grouse, sage
hens, and once in a while an eagle.

The Silent City of Rocks holds many
secrets of the past, geological forma-
tions unequalled in the West, and a quiet
escape for pondering and meditation. •
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[Now...
I Good things \ W
are happening at...

Death Valley
Junction
Stay at the historic
AMARGOSA HOTEL

This lovely 50-year-old hotel is
being restored. 20 rooms open
year 'round. All carpeted. All
beautifully furnished. Electric
heat and air conditioning. Make
the Amargosa Hotel your head-
quarters while in the Death
Valley area.
You can now dine in the restor-
ed DINING ROOM in the Hotel.
A separate banquet facility is
available for groups.
Telephone Death Valley Junc-
tion #1 for information or reser-

vations.

Visit Marta Becket's famous
AMARGOSA OPERA HOUSE.
You've read about this beautiful
and unique attraction in Desert
and National Geographic. See
Marta Becket's program of
dance-mimes. See her fabulous
murals inside the Opera House.
Performances Friday, Saturday
and Monday Through April.
Saturdays only in May, Septem-
ber. 8:15; doors open at 7:45.
Telephone Death Valley Junc-
tion #8 for reservations. Tours
welcomed.

The General Store, Filling Sta-
tion, Pottery Shop and Beauty
Parlor are open. RV Park
coming. Space available for
development.

For further information about
DEATH VALLEY JUNCTION
please write:

Death Valley Junction, Inc.
P.O. Box 675

Death Valley Junction,
California 92328

win



0N THE TRAIL
QFTflE

KINB MISSIONS
by RUSSELL WAHMANN

F EW MEN have left their mark on the
desert as has Father Eusebio Kino,
Jesuit missionary, explorer, astrono-

mer, cartographer and ranchman, who
for a quarter of a century was the out-
standing figure on the Sonora-Arizona-
California frontier.

Kino's mark, standing today as monu-
ments, are the remnants of a chain of
missions he established between 1687
and 1711. A score of present-day towns
and cities began their history as one or
more than 110 mission pueblos he
founded.

From Tuscon, over good highways,
one can visit at least nine of the desert
missions associated with Padre Kino. In
a two-day swing via Nogales, Santa Ana,
Caborca and Sonoita, and returning to
Tucson, one can see these missions and
even view Kino's recently discovered,
and now authenticated, remains in a
specially built structure at Magdalena.

Six miles south of Tucson, just west of
Interstate Highway 19, is San Xavier del
Bac. The site was first visited by Kino in
1692. He later introduced cattle, grain
and seeds. In 1700 he began a church
about a mile north of the present site.
The structure there today, begun in
1783, is a stunning example of Spanish
colonial architecture, a baroque monu-

ment to the splendor of civilization on
the desert frontier, and one of Arizona's
art treasures.

Continuing southward on Interstate
19-U.S. 89 about 43 miles from Tucson is
San Cayetano del Tumacacori. Father
Kino founded this church in 1691. The
present structure, built between 1796
and 1821, is the third. The latter two
were built on the same site. Destroyed
by an Apache raid in 1821, it remained in
ruins until restored by the National Park
Service in 1929.

Cross into Mexico at Nogales. No
passport is needed, only proof of U.S.
citizenship and an auto registration is re-
quired. Obtain a Mexican Tourist Permit
here just inside the border. You will
need to show it at a check-point just
south of Nogales, Sonora. Without it you
must return to the border. It is a good
idea to also obtain Mexican auto insur-
ance, either in Tucson or Nogales, Ari-
zona. It's inexpensive and might save a
few headaches later because Mexicans
drive with a "Latino machismo" atti-
tude. Travel south on Mexican Highway
15 to the village of Imuris. There you will
turn left on Mexican Highway 2 toward
Cananea.

San Xavier del Bac, near Tucson, aptly
called "The White Dove of the Desert,"
is the finest example of Spanish colonial
architecture in Arizona. Familiar to
many tourists, it is thought to be the fifth
church structure on the site. The
baroque decoration around the doorway
is characteristic of European influence.



Tumacacori National Monument
in Arizona. Photo by Russell D. Butcher,

Seal Harbor, Maine



The mission ruin of Cocospera is easily
reached on the highway. The site is lo-
cated on the northwest side of the road
approximately 20 miles from Imuris.
Perhaps it is too accessible because it
has been continually ravaged by mis-
guided treasure seekers. Don't fall into
this class of vandals. Leave everything
as it is and respect the fragile walls. No
church in northern Sonora has ever held
the same degree of fascination created
by the lonely ruin of Nuestra Senora del
Pilar y Santiago de Cocospera. Situated
on a high bluff above the picturesque
Cocospera Valley, this mission has
witnessed the rise and fall of empires.

The rich river lands provided the
Spanish with produce and the Apaches
used the valley as an invasion corridor on
the central Pimeria Alta (northern fron-
tier). Father Kino laid the foundation for
a church with transepts and adobe
arches. Later, Franciscans built a church
around the walls of Kino's Jesuit mis-
sion. Kino's square defense towers
formed the bases for twin bell towers of
the latter structure.

Return to Imuris and Highway 15. A
few miles south of Imuris look for a sign

In this specially built monument, the re-
mains of Father Kino may be seen at
Magdalena. They lie where they were
found 255 years after his death. The at-
tractive plaza surrounding the monu-
ment, museum and present church con-
tains many fine shops.

on an unpaved road to San Ignacio. Turn
right and drive into the village of San Ig-
nacio de Caborca. Time has passed it by
as it rests peacefully along the Rio Mag-
dalena. This once important mission, a
training ground for new Jesuits on the
desert frontier, reflects the characteris-
tics of the earlier churches of the Pim-
eria. Co in and admire the circular mes-
quite-log staircase.

From here you may follow the un-
paved river road or return to the paved
highway for your next stop at Magda-
lena. Founded by Kino in 1690, it was
destroyed in the Indian revolt of 1695.
Father Agustin Campos built a chapel
here, Santa Maria Magdalena, in which
Kino died on March 15, 1711. After

Interior of Cocospera. Wood was em-
ployed for roof beams, lintels, doors and
furniture. Here is a heavy mesquite
vigor or beam which held a choir loft.
Originally adzed square, time and van-
dals have taken their toll of the beams. A
thick gypsum plaster covered the adobe
and finished the walls of the altar area.

years of archival research by some of the
churches' foremost scholars, on May 21,
1966, 255 years after his death, the re-
mains of Padre Kino were found. The
Mexican Government maintains a mu-
seum and monument at the grave site.
The remains may be viewed through a
window of a specially-built domed struc-
ture sitting in the middle of an attractive
plaza which contains shops dedicated to
tourists.

Ten miles south of Magdalena is the
village of Santa Ana. To continue along
the mission trail, turn west here on
Mexican Highway 2. Leaving the green
Magdalena Valley, the next 44 miles to
the town of Altar reveals the harsh Son-
oran desert which characterizes most of
the Pimeria Alta. At Altar one may take
an optional detour to the right (north-
ward) to the small towns of Oquitoa, Atil
and Tubatama. Although optional, this
leg may prove to be the most rewarding
personal experience.

In these tiny villages, off the beaten
tourist path, a smile and a sincere atti-
tude on your part will break through the
language barrier and the usual feeling of
suspicion. One time, with companions,
at Ati l , and with a flat tire, the entire
town mobilized itself in our behalf to find
a tire pump. On the west side of the
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plaza is the adobe ruins of Kino's mis-
sion, next to the "modern" church,
Santa Teresa del Ati l . The old church at
San Antonio del Oquitoa was constructed
in 1705 and the present Franciscan struc-
ture at Tubatama was built in 1791.

Here again, the graciousness of the
villagers of Tubatama was revealed as
the last two cans of cold Cervesa were
sold to us. The Delco electric plant which
supplies the village and the only means
by which new ice {hielo) could be made,
runs only between 5 P.M. and 10 P.M.

A word of caution about the road from
Altar to Tubatama. It is partially paved
with improvements continuing in a slow
fashion (by U.S. standards). A new
alignment and bridges are being con-
structed. Driving in darkness is danger-
ous and road warning signs are rare. A
pile of white rocks in your lane may be
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Catus Nat 11
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Nuestra Senora de la Concepcion
del Caborca in Sonora, Mexico.
Main architectural features of the
Franciscan missions in
Sonora are in evidence at Caborca;
solid massive walls and buttresses,
arcaded corridors, arches
supported on piers and two-storied
belfries. The arcades are
directly traceable to Spain.
There, the arches are supported
on columns in the Plateresque
style. In the Sonora missions,
the use of adobe and small stones,
together with the lack of skilled
workmen, dictated the use of
simple square piers in
place of columns.
Buttresses were introduced
to strengthen the long, high
adobe walls and to react against
the thrust from vaulted
roofs and domes above.
Caborca is the finest example
of Mexican frontier architecture
in Sonora.
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Western
White-Winged

Wonders
by K. L. BOYNTON
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•WESTERN WHITE-WINCED doves
MM migrate great distances from their
| | winter quarters in Mexico and
points considerably south for the dubi-
ous pleasure of raising their families in
the deserts of the Southwest. Why any
bird in its right mind elects to conduct its
domestic proceedings in a harsh envi-
ronment and during the worst months
for heat and dryness at that, is hard to
understand. A few birdbrains among
them, might, maybe; but how can prac-
tically a whole clan be wrong? Yet, every
spring sees these birds zooming into the
southern parts of Arizona, New Mexico
and Texas by the thousands, all set to
pitch right in on family chores.

Various and sundry biologists looked
into this seemingly witless behavior,
wondering how this good-sized bird
(measuring some 12 inches and weigh-
ing probably a third to a half pound) can
handle the rigors of desert living. Here
certainly is no small bird that might tuck
into a bit of shade and get along on prac-
tically nothing. Whitewings need plenty
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of groceries to fill their menus and a
bouncing famiily of two squabs, yam-
mering their heads off for food, likewise
have to be stuffed while growing up.

The first bit of news that showed up in
the scientific investigations was that the
whitewings, with no apparent advance
notice while in Mexico, still seem to
know somehow when the deserts up
north are going to start spreading out the
provender. The Arizona-bound contin-
gent, for instance, knows specifically
and exactly when the big saguaro com-
missaries will open for business. Since
the giant cactus is a main source of
whitewing food during the peak of the
mating season, they check right in on
time. An Organ Pipe Monument study,
for example, shows them arriving in
force on April 19, and the saguaros open-
ing their first blooms only two days later.

These flowers provide the first food of-
fered by the saguaros. Big, white blos-
soms, with that waxy gloss typical of cac-
tus blooms, they withstand the desert
heat well and the blooming season is
long. In each flower's bell is a generous
supply of thick sweet nectar, and the
cloves, dunking their heads in, imbibe
deeply. When the fruit ripens,the doves

dine royally, staining their faces and
bills red with the juicy pulp. Seeds and
fruit of various other plants are also
available, wild jujube and the tasty pur-
ple drupes of the Condalia being parti-
cularly favored in certain areas.

However, in spite of dining on food
with high water content, these doves,
unlike certain other desert-breeding
birds, are absolutely dependent on addi-
tional free water each day. This is avail-
able season long only at a few permanent
water sources in scattered locations in
the desert, which means that the doves
have to fly considerable distances every
day to drink.

Anatomists, regarding the whitewings,
report that when it comes to flying these
doves certainly have what it takes. Their
wing shape is elliptical, an excellent de-
sign to give high maneuverability and
precise control with a minimum of drag.
The skeleton itself is especially well built
in the flying department, with its deep-
keeled breast bone and enlargement of
the upper arm bone, both providing wide
areas for the attachment of the big
breast muscles that power the flight.

The first and largest of these muscles,
attached to the edge of the breastbone

and to the under side of the arm by a
complicated tendon arrangement, lowers
the wing. A second big flight muscle,
also attached to the breastbone and this
time to the upper side of the arm, raises
the wing with the help of a couple of
smaller ones. Various joints and muscles
of the arms spread the wing and adjust
its shape during each beat. The position
of the feathers —a very important matter
in flying—is handled by tendons on the
back of the hand part of the wing. The
big depth of the breastbone, besides in-
creasing the length and mechanical ad-
vantage of the flying muscle fibers,
strengthens the skeleton as a whole.
This is a definite plus, since in the air a
large part of the dove's body weight is
carried on the breastbone.

With an anatomical set-up like this,
the whitewing is highly capable of the
rapid, powerful and sustained flight de-
manded by the need to travel for water.
Lew Arnold's comprehensive study of
the doves in Arizona found that the birds
nest within a radius of 10 miles from the
nearest source of water—probably even
farther away. A water tank in the Sand
Tank Mountain region, for example,
drew them from all directions, making

Opp. page:
White-winged

dove builds
a nest

in a giant
saguaro cactus.

This thorny
haven makes

it difficult
for predators.

Photo by
Lewis

W. Walker.
Right:

Western
white-winged

dove
feeding on

saguaro nectar.
Photo by

George Olin.
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possible at least 314 square miles of po-
tential breeding range. This tank alone
served some 3,000 pairs of whitewings.
Here at 7 P.M. on June and July even-
ings there might be 4,000 birds coming
to drink. Every tree and bush large
enough to hold them was covered with
birds. More were on the ground in the
shade of bushes and washes, hot, thirsty
and panting, waiting a chance at the
water.

Once the whitewing gets the old bill
in, however, he can take on a load in a
hurry, thanks to the drinking style evolv-
ed by his family long ago. This is
achieved by a pumping action gullet
which permits him to suck up water
instead of having to take a bill full and
then tilt back his head to let it run down
his throat, as most birds do. Biologists
R.E. MacMillen and C.H. Trost, inter-
ested in the whitewing's water needs,
found the bird drinks about 12.4 percent
of its body weight a day when it has an
opportunity, but can get by with as little
as 4.2 percent. An interesting parallel
study of the mourning dove by G.A. Bar-
tholomew and W.R. Dawson showed
that these birds can drink in 10 minutes
an amount of water equivalent to over 17
percent of their body weight. So the
chances are that the whitewing, guzzling
as fast as he can, gets his quota safely
aboard.

Water available in the desert is apt to
have considerable saline content, and

here again the dove tribe has evolved
ways of handling this problem. White-
wings offered fresh water and 12.5 per-
cent sea water by MacMillen and Trost
failed to discriminate between them,
flourishing equally well on both. If two
higher saline solutions were offered,
however, the birds always selected the
water with the lower salt content. Water
containing salt beyond a critical limit,
however, was refused, the birds not
drinking at all, even if they lost weight.

Although they arrive by the thous-
ands, whitewings are really not gregar-
ious birds, yet many nests are apt to be
found in the same area. This is largely
due to the fact that housekeeping sites
offering food and nesting facilities within
flying distance to water are so few and
far between. What goes for a nest with
these birds is the usual sloppy job typical
of doves: a flimsy platform slapped to-
gether with a few sticks laid carelessly
lengthwise, crosswise, any-old-wise.
Where? In a mesquite crotch, on a limb
of an iron wood, palo verde, on an arm of
a saguaro, in a cholla cactus. In the trees
there might be some chance of shade,
but one nest was built on the stump of a
saguaro in the blazing sun, the bird sit-
ting on the eggs apparently uncon-
cerned.

Two eggs are par for a clutch, with
both parents sharing the sitting chores
during the 17-19 days of incubation. The
females sit through the night and morn-
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ing, the males taking over around
midday until late afternoon. Teamwork
is essential, for one parent can't handle
the big job of raising squabs successfully
under desert conditions. The eggs and
young cannot be left alone to broil in the
sun, take cold in the night or be eaten by
predators. Somebody has to be sitting no
matter how uncomfortable conditions
may be.

The adult birds are consequently sub-
jected to heavy water loss. Both sexes
need water just to keep up their own
body weight. True, whitewings like their
cousins the mourners, can stand high
temperatures and dangerous dehydration
remarkably well. They can also unload
body heat from the surfaces of their bare
legs and feet and by lifting their wings
thus exposing the body parts that are
scantily feathered. And, in high heat,
they flutter their gullets, panting. But in
addition to the loss of water due to envi-
ronmental conditions, there is another
heavy drain: first by the female in the
production of the eggs and then by both
parents in providing "crop milk" to feed
the squabs until they can handle regular
food.

During the incubation period, the
crops of both the male and female en-
large, stimulated by the hormone prolac-
tin. By the time the squabs make their
bow to the world, a substance chemically
quite close to the milk of mammals is
ready, secreted by cells in the crop lin-
ing. At feeding time the parent opens its
beak, the youngster puts its bill in, and
the fluid is literally pumped into it.
Highly nutritious, crop milk contains
some 18 percent protein and 12 percent
fat, and it of course provides the young-
sters with the moisture they need. Fed
on provender like this, the young squabs
grow fast. This desert adaptation is fine
for them, but rough on the parents, the
production of crop milk being a major
reason to travel daily to the water
sources.

The birds are up early in the morning,
cooing and feeding among the saguaros
shortly after sunrise, and the daily flight
schedule soon gets underway. From
about 7 to 10 A.M. the mass movement
to water is made up almost entirely of
males tanking up for their hot midday
stint on the nest. Back they go, the flight
dwindl ing away. Around noon, the
second big wave arrives, this time made
up of females now off duty. They drink
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and depart. The evening incoming flight
landing around 7 P.M. is made up of
both sexes, the hundreds of pairs
nesting within travel distance seeming to
come in turns for the last drink of the
day.

During all flight periods, the traffic
around a water hole for a good quarter of
a mile is tremendous —birds swooping
and flying, crowding the trees, waiting a
chance, shoving at the water hole and
finally taking off, flying away. Arnold,
watching the milling birds, had a vivid
answer to his question: Why don't the
doves nest close to the water source and
save flying energy and time? Why? Be-
cause nobody, not even the doughty
whitewing, could raise a family in such a
bedlam.

All things considered, the whitewings
are pretty successful in their family af-
fairs with the choice of nest location
making some difference. Arnold's study
in the Tucson Mountain Park Area found
that the birds did best when nesting in
jumping cholla with 85 percent success.
Palo verde nests came off with 73 per-
cent success, Iron wood with 50 percent
and saguaro nests not doing so well with
only 25 percent. Biologist Max Hensley,
reporting on his Sonoran desert contin-
gents in various nest sites, ran thus: 24
nests, 44 eggs of which 45 percent
hatched. Of these, 90 percent reached
the fledgling stage.

Coyotes, snakes, birds of prey account
for some of the lack of success. The Gila
woodpecker might be guilty, too, as this
bird dearly loves to poke its bill into hen
eggs and lap up the contents with its
barbed tongue. Since its range is almost
identical to that of the whitewing, and
since eggs have been found with holes
whacked in them and the contents gone
. . . well? A suspicious eye was also cast
at the white-throated woodrat as a nest
predator, but Arnold's study showed this
fellow tolerant of whitewing neighbors, a
fact corroborated by Zoologist D.M. Gor-
such's observations of a Gambel's quail
nest built in the entrance of a wood rat
home. Everytime the rat came or went it
had to climb over Mrs. Quail. Beyond a
few scolding clucks from Mrs. Q., and
the scrabbling noise of the rat squeezing
by, there was no trouble.

With this fairly good score for nest
success, and the fact that the whitewings
have two batches in most of their range,
the clan keeps up its numbers. That is, if
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the parents are not slain during the
breeding season. It used to be thought
that with the advent of the summer rains
in Arizona, for instance, the birds took
off for Mexico since they were no longer
seen in droves around the permanent
water holes. Consequently, it was
thought the hunting season should begin
before their "departure." Arnold's con-
clusions showed this was not true, that
indeed the birds were still nesting.
They were not at the permanent water
sources because the rains, filling the
natural depressions and holes near their
nesting sites, made it no longer neces-
sary to undergo the long flights. There-
fore, mid-season hunting of the birds at
permanent holes prior to the rains is ob-
viously mighty poor game management.
Families are bound to be broken up in
the middle of the breeding season, the
eggs don't hatch and squabs die without
the double parental care. Population
drops are inevitable.

Left to its own devices, the whitewing
gets along fine due to its remarkable
capacity to stand dehydration, to make
rapid and sustained flights, and to make
up its water deficiency fast. The trick of
the trade developed over the ages in crop
milk production that nourishes and
waters the young gives the offspring a
remarkably good chance at survival.

After all, the big Southwest desert,
seemingly so inhospitable, is a very good
provider for a bird with know-how like
these whitewing wonders. •
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byJOEKRAUS

I HE TERRITORY now within the
State of Utah never really experienc-
ed the rowdiness and lawlessness as

did its neighbors in Arizona, Nevada and
California. But it did have its Indian pro-
blems. And the Army as well thought it
had a problem with the Mormons (mem-
bers of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints).

Although the Mormons themselves
built most of the forts for protection
against Indians, they were more in-
terested in making peace with the In-
dians than fighting them. As a result,
the Mormons got along much better with
the red men than did the Army who most
often didn't believe in peaceful methods.
With the Army killing Indians needlessly
on one side and wagon train emigrants
bound for the gold and silver fields in
Nevada and California killing Indians
needlessly on the other, the Indians
themselves often didn't know who was
friend or foe.

As a result of all this several forts took
shape. These included Fort Douglas,
Fort Thornburgh, Fort Rawlins, Fort
Crittenden, Fort Cameron, Cove Fort,
Fort Deseret, Fort Harmony, Fort
Buenaventura, Fort Utah and Camp
Floyd. Most of these are only memories
today with nothing more than one build-
ing, an historical marker or a cemetery to
remind one of what it once was. Three of
these forts, however, with much more to
offer, are well worth visiting. These
include Fort Deseret, Cove Fort and Fort
Douglas.

FORT DOUGLAS
It was usual procedure that western

Ten-year-old Lee Wortman looks over
the adobe walls of old Fort Deseret. The
walls are all that are left of the old fort,
built in 1865 as a protection against
Indians.



Army forts were built to protect settlers
from Indians. Not so with Fort Douglas,
located now within the city limits of Salt
Lake City. Fort Douglas was established
"unofficially" to protect the Army or in
fact the United States from the Mor-
mons. Because they were different the

Above: Probably
one of the most

well-built forts in
the West, Cove Fort

is in a perfect
state of

preservation.
Right: Old

barracks buildings
at Fort Douglas

have been improved
over the years,

but still retain their
original design

and size.
Young James

Chesley enjoys an
outing at the old

fort, almost within
walking distance

of his home in
Salt Lake City.
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Army didn't trust the Mormons. General
P. Edward Connor, commanding officer
at the fort, was sure a musket-shooting
Mormon hid behind every bush. Long an
outspoken critic of the Mormons, he
even founded a newspaper in which he
could unleash his opinions.

Not all that excited that an Army post
was established so close, the Mormons
went to the courts to have the post re-
moved as a public nuisance. That failing,
they set up a close watch on the fort and
even installed a telescope on the top
floor of Brigham Young's home, where
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they could watch the soldim &n6
time to prepare in case of attack. One
day when cannons blasted from the fort
nearly all of Salt Lake City was in arms in
preparation for the invading soldiers.
The cannon blasts, however, turned out
to only be in celebration of Connor's
promotion to brigadier general.

Occasionally Indians posed a problem
in the territory and the Army was forced
to leave their vigil among the Mormons
to chase the troublemakers. On one such
encounter, in pursuit of Indian horse
thieves, the Army used a cannon. The
first blast killed several government
mules in a nearby corral. The second
split the adobe building that was hiding
the howitzer. No more shots were fired.

Although its Indian f ight ing and
Mormon watching has now ceased, old
Fort Douglas is still in operation. And as
many Mormons over the years have
joined the Army, so have many military
men at Fort Douglas joined the Mor-
mons, being converted to the faith by the
good examples of living demonstrated by
the people of Utah.

The only reminders of the fort's not-
too-pleasant past are the numerous
buildings built in the 1800s and still
standing. Most of the buildings of that
era line the old parade grounds and in-
clude officers row and the original bar-
racks buildings. Old cannons and a gaze-
bo are located where once they overlook-
ed parading cavalrymen in full dress
uniforms.

Besides the old buildings and parade
ground, another interesting site at the
fort is the post cemetery. Here markers
include those of soldiers killed in several
skirmishes with the Indians. There are
also markers for some 21 German prison-
ers who died while confinement at the
post during World War I. There are also
monuments to Connor and his Califor-
nia-Nevada Volunteers.

COVE FORT
Probably one of the most well-built

forts in the West, Cove Fort looks today
like it might have just been built only a
short time ago. It is the only fort in Utah
in a perfect state of preservation. The
unique structure was built in 1867 by the
Mormons during the Ute Black Hawk
War. Now a monument to the pioneers
who built it over a century ago, it is a
popular tourist stop between Las Vegas
and Salt Lake.

Built of black volcanic rock laid up in
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lime mortar, its walls enclose a 100-foot-
square of land with an open courtyard.
Because of the high cost of metal nails,
wooden pegs were used in construction
of the fort. After the big wooden timbers
were locked in place, a wooden peg was
hammered down through them. Walls
are 18 feet high and four feet thick at the
bottom tapering to two feet at the top.
This was done to prevent the walls from
cracking.

Gates that provide entry into the fort
were filled with sand so that if a burning
arrow lodged and burned through, the
sand would put out the flames. It would
also withstand bullets used during that
time. Other features include 25 port-
holes, placed between each chimney on
the north and south sides. Catwalks on
the east and west sides gave the settlers
protection from all sides. Lookouts stood
watch from the roof.

The fort contains 12 rooms, six on the
north and six on the south. These rooms
are complete today as they were 100
years ago with typical pioneer furnish-
ings and Indian handicraft. These rooms
were built backed against the stockade,
the fourth wall being the enclosing wall
itself. A well was dug in the center of the
square, and hanging in the front arch of
the entrance was a huge bell to be rung
as warning of an Indian attack.

Although the establishment was pri-
marily a fort to hold off the attack of In-
dians, it also served for many years as a
communicatons center for the Church, a
supply station and cattle ranch. It also
served as a station on the old Salt Lake—
Pioche Stage Line, and as an overnight
stopping place for travelers.

The fort is located off Highway 15,
some 23 miles north of Beaver, Utah.
Designated an historical monument, the
fort is owned by Alice Kesler. Adults are
admitted for a small fee which helps
maintain the property. Children are ad-
mitted free.

FORTDESERET
It at times it seems like it takes forever

to get something built these days you
might take notice that things weren't al-
ways quite so slow. Take for instance the
time they decided to build a fort in the
central part of Utah, complete with
walls, barracks, mess hall and out-
houses.

In 1865, filled with the spirit of com-
petition, it took 98 men, divided into two
teams, just 18 days to complete the job.
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Of course, their motivation might have
been a little different. It was either work
fast or get an Indian arrow through your
chest.

If your're wondering about quality of
work, well, its been over 100 years and
part of the fort is still standing. That's
more than you can say for many modern-
day dwellings which often far outlive
their usefulness in half that time.

They called their 2Vi week creation
Fort Deseret (a name out of the Book of
Mormon which means "honey bee"). It
was 550-feet-square with bastions at the
northeast and southwest corners and
gates in the middle of each side. The
walls were made of adobe mud and straw
mixed by the feet of the oxen. When
completed they were 10 feet high, three
feet wide at the base and one and
one-half feet at the top. They rested on a
stone foundation.

Today all that is left are these walls.
And although they have suffered some
by the elements over the past century,
they are solidly built. Upon close obser-
vation you can still see the straw mixed
in with the adobe mud and the remains
of the two bastions. Other interesting
features include the sentry lookouts with
the original wood still implanted within
the walls. It was here that men placed
their rifles and fought off attacking In-
dians.

The old fort was erected by order of
Brigham Young. Its purpose was as a de-
fense again Pahuant Indians in the Black
Hawk War. William S. Hawley and Isaac
W. Pierce were foremen in the fort's
construction with John W. Radford serv-
ing as superintendent. It was these men
who were probably surprised most of all
that the project was completed in record
time.

Located near Delta, Utah, Fort
Deseret is just one mile south of the
small community of Deseret. It is located
on land designated a state historical
park. Near the fort a dirt road leads
southwest for about five miles to the
Cunnison Monument, a marker com-
memorating the spot where Captain
John W. Gunnison and seven of his men
were killed by Pahuant Indians in 1853
The murder of Gunnison and his men,
then engaged in a Federal railroad sur-
vey, was to revenge the killing of a Pa-
huant Indian by non-Mormon emigrants
bound for California who passed that
way only a few days before.
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The
Dune
Patrol

by JERRY HARRELL

Desert Ranger
Dave Krouskop
calls in during
patrol of the
Imperial
Sand Dunes.
Two-way radios
link rangers with
temporary ranger
station, BLM area
and district
offices, and the
Imperial County
Sheriff's office.

T HE IMPERIAL Sand Dunes rise 300
feet above the floor of the California
Desert, their stark white ridges in

bold contrast to the mottled greens and
browns to the east and west. The dunes
run southeast-northwest from just below
the Mexican border 36 miles into Califor-
nia. Their width varies from three to six
miles.

A striking feature of the dune environ-
ment is silence most of the time, in spite
of two east-west highways cutting across
them. But the stillness gives way on
weekends to the roar of the engines of
dune buggies, the whine of motorcycle
engines and the boom-town atmosphere
of instant cities of trailers, campers,
motorhomes, buses, vans and tents.

On a winter holiday weekend —
Thanksgiving, New Year's, Washing-
ton's Birthday-the Imperial Sand Dunes
teem with "p to 10,000 camping vehicles
and 5,000 dune buggies.

Glamis, a wide spot in the road on
California Highway 78, lives up to its
self-proclaimed title of "Dune Buggy
Capital of the World." Dune buggy
clubs play follow-the-leader, their warn-
ing flags waving above the sand ridges
to announce their presence. Others chal-
lenge steep hills like "Competition H i l l "
or run drag races. Children and adults

Close-up of dune buggy
shows how accident victims
can be rushed from the
Imperial San Dunes
to nearby medical facilities.
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zip all about on two-wheeled motorcycles
and three-wheeled all-terrain cycles.

Accidents can happen, and frequently
do.

The Imperial Sand Dunes are almost
solidly National Resource Lands admin-
istered by the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment. Existing heavy use marked the
Dunes for priority status when BLM
launched its interim critical management
program for recreation vehicles on the
California Desert.

Under the program, revised and re-
named the "California Desert Vehicle
Management Program," the dunes
south of Highway 78 are open to off-road
vehicles. North of the Highway, the
dunes are closed to protect unique plant
and wildlife communities, but there is a
mile-wide vehicle corridor on the west
side.

BLM's ini t ial management efforts
were hampered by an inability to get
around in the dunes. A conventional
two-wheel-drive government pickup was
like a fish out of water in the sandy world
of the dunes.

The obvious answer was a dune
buggy, so in 1974 BLM contracted for a
dune buggy designed for patrol, visitor
assistance and management in the
dunes. Modifications specified by BLM—
including rear seats that fold down to ac-
commodate litters for accident v ic t ims-

boosted the cost from $5,000 to approxi-
mately $5,500 for the buggy, its trailer
and a spare set of wheels.

After shakedown runs and further
changes to strengthen the drive train,
the buggy went into service in early
1975. In its first year, the buggy hauled
more than 50 injured recreationists out
of the dunes, provided assistance to un-
counted people who were stranded and
gained a strong foothold for manage-

ment in the chaotic world of the weekend
dunes.

"The buggy has made all the differ-
ence in the world for BLM's manage-
ment program in the dunes," said Barry
Ashworth, Lead Desert Ranger for the
Southeast Desert Resource Area.

A hearty "amen" is added by Dave
Krouskop and Dave Bush, two rangers
who operate the buggy.

"This buggy is the greatest thing the

/Above: Desert Ranger
Dave Bush talks with a

dune buggy operator
about Bureau of Land

Management's
California Desert

Recreation Vehicle
Management Program.

Right: Specially
designed and built dune

buggy gives Bureau
of Land Management

mobility in the Imperial
Sand Dunes.

The machine can carry
six persons, or rear seats

can be folded to
accommodate litters
to carry two accident

victims.
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BLM Ranger Dave Krouskop
surveys activity at

"Competition Hill"
in the Imperial Sand Dunes

Bureau has ever had as far as this area is
concerned," shouts Krouskop over the
roar of the buggy's engine.

"We were intruders when I first came
down here a year and a half ago. People
saw a government rig and said, 'what
did I do wrong now?' Now they come up
and talk about the buggy, and this opens
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up other subjects and gives us an intro to
talk about our management program.

"They even wave to us now," he says,
returning the wave of a passing buggy
operator.

Bush's experience was the same:
"People didn't think we had a right to be
out here—they thought they owned the
dunes. We were not accepted. They
would not stay out of the closed area. We
were the bad guys and in their eyes all
we were doing was closing the desert.

"Then we came out in the buggy and
started working accidents —providing a
service that was badly needed and no
one else had the capability of providing.
They began to accept us, and to recog-
nize that the dunes do belong to all the
people and that we manage the dunes.

"They see we are doing something
productive and not just closing the
desert," Bush adds.

Krouskop points out that the BLM
buggy was designed as a management
aid, but is also an invaluable public tool
because of its status as an "ice-breaker"
with the recreational community.

"And because it is a PR tool, it's a
more effective management tool," says
Lead Ranger Ashworth.

BLM's buggy has paid for itself in the
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Hazards of the desert. Desert Ranger
Dave Krouskop displays a 22 millimeter
cannon shell found by a dune buggy en-
thusiast in the Imperial Sand Dunes and
turned in at Bureau of Land Manage-
ment Ranger station.

eyes of the rangers. But the vehicle is
not used solely for recreation manage-
ment. It has been used in the East Mesa
and other Southeast Desert areas for ar-
chaeological surveys and such resource
inventories as range, watershed and
wildlife.

The buggy has two sets of rear tires:
big paddle-track tires for the dunes and
more conventional high-flotation truck
tires for use elsewhere.

The buggy is powered by an air-cool-
ed, 140-horsepower Chevrolet Corvair
engine. It will operate for an hour on a
gallon of gas, so its 25-gallon tank gives
it excellent range.

The two litters, backboard and first aid
kits can be stowed atop the buggy's steel
frame or on the folded-down rear seats.

Five of the seven Desert Rangers in
the Southeast Desert Resource Area
have undergone extensive emergency
medical technician (EMT) training. It
came in handy in 13 rescues during the
1975 Thanksgiving weekend. All the
rangers have been familiarized with ex-
plosive ordnance by a U.S. Army Explo-
sive Ordnance Detachment so they will
recognize the various types of ordnance
left behind by years of aerial gunnery
practice in and near the dunes.

Rangers on patrol are equipped with
portable two-way radios connecting
them with the BLM's Cahuilla Ranger
Station. The station is a 55-foot trailer
set up at the intersection of BLM's Im-
perial Sand Dunes Road and Highway
78. The station is in radio contact with
Southeast Desert Resource Area head-
quarters in El Centro, the Riverside Dis-
trict Office and the Imperial County
Sheriff's Office.

Capability is still limited. BLM covers
about 60 percent of the dunes, but has
virtually no capability in the southern 40
percent near Interstate 8 and Buttercup
Valley.

The first BLM dune buggy is still
having some mechanical "bugs" ironed
out. But while it is partly an experimen-
tal prototype, it is also a valuable
management tool that has won its spurs
in heavy use. •
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On the Trail of the Kino Missions
Continued from Page 27

the only warning you can expect. Return
to Altar on the same road.

From Altar, continue 13 miles west-
ward to Pitiquito or Pitiquin. The church,
San Diego del Pitiquito, is south of the

highway. Painted white, it sits on a small
knoll in the village which is easily seen
from the highway. Founded by Kino in
1695, it escaped the Indian uprising. The
present church is Franciscan.

Continuing another five miles, ap-
proximately 166 miles from Tucson, is
Caborca. A large city and commercial
trade center for this region, there are

s

I

Dome of Caborca, Comes are crtaracter-
istic of the more pretentious churches.
They are of several types and always
constructed of a single shell of brick.
Caborca offers a splendid opportunity to
study a variety of dome construction
ranging from the flat vault at lower left
to the central hemispherical type built
upon an octagonal drum. The architects
of the missions were usually the padres
themselves, who as a rule conceived the
work and directed the Indians in the
erection of the buildings. In the case of
Caborca and San Xavier, it seems evi-
dent that trained architects were em-
ployed, and probably the same architects
in both cases since the features through-
out these two churches are so similar.

good restaurants and two excellent
motels. The cathedral-like church on the
city's main plaza is not the Kino-associ-
iated mission. You may ask directions or
follow signs to the church of Nuestra
Senora de la Concepcion del Caborca
south of town.

Kino first visited Caborca, on the Rio
de la Concepcion, in December 1693,
building a simple adobe hall-like meet-
ing place. The present church, one of the
finest of its architectural type, and one of
four on this site, was started in 1803.
Kino was impressed with the agricultur-

Tubatama exterior. A common feature of
all the Sonora missions is the large areas
of undecorated wall surface. This charac-
teristic, of Moorish ancestry, proved ex-
tremely practical in the mission con-
struction of Sonora, because of the
employment of unskilled natives. Any
exterior elaboration was confined about
the entrance and further tends to illus-
trate the influence derived from the
mother country. This exterior, at Tuba-
tama, is lime plaster over brick with
plaster relief decoration on the entrance
facade. Unique, and unlike any other
Sonora mission, is the entrance which is
on the side of the nave rather than the
end. The dome at the left is high over the
crossing between north and south tran-
sept set on an octagonal drum with win-
dows to admit light. The interior walls
are of burned brick, adobe and stone,
showing different periods of construction
and additions. These domes are crowned
with crosses in Byzantine style rather
than lanterns as at Caborca.
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Right: Pitiquito. Kino founded a church
on this site in 7695. The present church
is Franciscan. The massive whitewashed
walls throughout the interior once con-
tained large liturgical murals. Women of
the church accidentally uncovered them
in 1967 while washing the walls with a
detergent. Below: Oquitoa is character-
istic of the smaller of the Sonora
churches. With a narrow nave limited to
the length of the beams which form a flat
roof, this is a fairly well preserved build-
ing. The twin belfry is a wall type, a
simpler form, which is merely an exten-
tion of the front wall above the roof line
having openings in which bells are hung.
This church, too, has the scalloped motif
decorated about the entrance way. Re-
mains of the adobe walled cemetery,
which could be entered from the Sacris-
ty, are seen here. The mausoleums are
recent additions.

al potential of the fertile plains along the
river valley. Caborca's calm was shatter-
ed by the Pima rebellions of 1695 and
1751. In spite of this, the place grew in
importance as an agricultural heartland.

Peace ended again, temporarily, in
1857 when an American, Henry A.
Crabb, brought an ill-fated army across

the border in an attempt to seize
northern Sonora. Although at one point
Crabb had the townspeople besieged in
the mission church, his expedition ended
in the execution of his entire force on the
mission steps. Bullet marks on the
facade are said to date from this historic
episode. The Mexican Government has
since restored the church and made it a
national monument.

From Caborca, continue west along
Highway 2 to Sonoita, Sonora and Luke-
ville, Arizona. There is a good motel at
Lukeville (Gringo Pass). From the Mexi-
can border you travel north through
Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument,
with its excellent campground. Take
time to stop at the Visitor Center and
tour the 12-mile loop road into the Ajo
Range. Although unpaved, the road is
well maintained and will provide you
with rewarding views of desert moun-
tains and wildlife.

Complete your way back to Tucson by
traveling eastward from Why, Arizona,
on Highway 86 through the vast Papago
Indian Reservation and past Kitt Peak
National Observatory, high on the Babo-
quivari Mountains. •
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UBEHEBE CRATER:
Known as a Maar

S EATH VALLEY National Mounument
contains many geologic features, but
to us probably the most interesting is

Ubehebe Crater. This crater is located
somewhat off the beaten path, to the
west of the well-known Death Valley
Scotty's Castle. The small percentage of
visitors to the monument that do get to
the crater probably leave wondering
what is so interesting about a huge hole.

This type of hole is known to geolo-
gists as a maar. It is defined as a volcanic
crater, the result of a single huge explo-
sion, not followed by a lava flow. The de-
finition also states that a maar usually
contains a crater lake. Due to the lack of
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rainfall in Death Valley, there is no lake,
but there is a small dry lake at the bot-
tom that holds a small amount of water
after one of the infrequent rains.

To completely describe what went on
at Ubehebe, it is best to describe what
normally happens during the formative
life of a volcano. All volcanoes do not
begin exactly in the same way, but the
usual thing is for a small vent to open,
releasing smoke and gasses. This is fol-
lowed by small explosions, then greater
ones, each throwing out certain amounts
of ash, small stones, blobs of lava and
steam.

This was the sequence of the volcano
that appeared in a corn field near Para-
cutin, Mexico. A farmer was surprised a
few years ago to find smoke coming from
a small hole in his corn field. He actually
admitted filling it with a shovel full of
dirt to cover it up. Subsequent events
showed his folly.

Some volcanoes appear near older
ones, and go through a series of more or
less violent explosions that eventually
release enough ejected material to form
the usual cone that is associated with a
volcano.

After the cone is well under way, but
not necessarily at its full height, the
explosion activity may cease, and lava
usually begins to flow. The lava breaks
through the cone near the base (it sel-
dom flows over the top) and may cover a
large section of the surrounding country.

Many normally formed craters have
very small lava flows, or in some cases,
none. These are known as cinder cones.
Our Southwest desert is studded with
cinder cones, and some are found very
close to Ubehebe Crater. Some cinder
cones are partially complete, the balance
of the cone having been blown away
during an explosion. Evidently, such
explosions are the final phase of the
eruption. At least this appears so in
many cases.

Many of these cinder cones have a his-
tory that is further intriguing. Some
erupted through a narrow crack, or
fissure, that was not enlarged during the
series of eruptions. When the final
action ceased, this fissure became
clogged with solidifying lava, finally
sealing off the opening. This type never
again erupts through the same crater.
Amboy and Pisgah Craters, west of the
desert town of Amboy, California, are
examples of this type. Both are cinder
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cones, Amboy is especially symmetrical,
and both spewed out small lava flows,
but they are now sealed.

The series of events at Ubehebe Cra-
ter is in some ways similar to the above
examples, but is vastly different in
others. Just to the south and east of the
huge crater is a series of cinder cones.
These erupted first in the usual manner,
with very little evidence of lava flows.
These cones, about a half dozen, lie
crowded together, some partially cover-
ing another. The whole area is black,
covered with a deep layer of cinders.

The parking area for Ubehebe Crater
is on the west side. As one walks toward
the crater, the cinder cones may be seen
ahead and to the right. After the cones
had reached their present sizes, there
was a cessation of activity among them.
Evidently great pressure began to build
beneath. Each of the cones must have
sealed itself off at the close of its last
eruption. These were undoubtedly fis-
sure flow types.

This pressure beneath the surface fin-
ally built up to the point where the rock
layers above could not withstand further
pressure, and there was one huge explo-
sion. The result is a nearly circular hole a
half-mile in diameter, and 800 feet deep.

The walls are very steep, but it is
possible to descend to the small dry lake
at the bottom. An interesting cross sec-
tion is exhibited by the walls of the cra-
ter. The top few hundred feet are black,
the lower portion is brown rock, more or
less banded. Indications are that the ex-
plosion happened in one of two ways. It
could have blown through the previously
deposited layers of rock and the cinders
from the nearby cones, and had no
further eruption. The other possibility is
that it deposited some cinders in an
eruption following the explosion. We like
to feel that the former is correct. It ap-
pears that the explosion was extremely
violent, and scattered the brown rock
formation over a great distance. Any of
the brown material that fell on the black
cinder cones would be greatly scattered,
and not easily visible unless viewed from
a close distance.

If the crater had erupted after the ex-
plosion, some of the nice clean lines of
the cinder cones would have been erased
by being partially covered with ash and
cinders.

It does not really matter much whether
the explosion sent up only rock that was
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lying in place before the explosion, or
whether black cinders followed the ex-
plosion. Either way, it took an enormous
amount of energy to create a hole of
these proportions.

Regardless of the magnitude of the ex-
plosion, it was evidently the last of the
eruptions for the immediate area. The
nearby cones could and did not erupt
again, and the crater stands much the
same today as it was immediately after
the explosion. The only change seems to
be that a small amount of rock and
cinders have been washed down into the
crater.

Further evidence of the complete seal-
ing and the lack of additonal eruptions is
shown by the lack of cinders around the
edge and on the bottom.

Knowing these principles and the
eruptive acts that follows them causes
wonderment when one stands at the
edge of such a gaping hole. Many ques-
tions ran through our minds. Why did
the crater itself not erupt following the
explosion? The probable answer is that
once the pressure was relieved, there
was no further activity in the area.

How deep was the pressure that
caused the explosion? It probably was
not very far beneath the surface. The
cone is of a nice acute form, and if it
had not been partially filled with fallling
material, it would have come to a point
about 500 or 600 feet down. If this is
true, we like to think that the apex of the
pressure area was only about 1500 feet
below the surface.

Was there an earthquake? Almost un-
doubtedly, but not of the usual type
which results from movement along a
fault line. There certainly were shock
waves that radiated away from the explo-
sion site, but they could have lasted only
a few seconds.

What was the effect on wildlife? Cer-
tainly, any living things that were
present at the actual explosion site die
not survive. Animals within a half-mile
or so away from the edge of the crater
probably suffered from the sound shock
If they survived the sound shock, they
were in great danger from falling debris

Plant life that was not destroyed by
falling material was probably not effect
ed in any way. Much of it within a radius
of a mile or two was probably coverec
with falling material of some kind.

There was the explosion, followed b
the rain of falling rock, then silence. C
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• BOOKS-MAGAZINES

JEWELRY, GEM and mineral how-to-do craft
books, field guides with maps. Free book list.
Gembooks, Box808DM, Mentone, Calif. 92359.

RARE BOOKFINDER: Vantreuren, 1950 Post,
#108D, San Francisco, CA 94115.

READ AND WRITE for "Universal Magazine."
For sample issue send $1.00 (refundable).
Subscriptions $5.00 yearly. Box 1537D, Palm
Desert, California 92260.

DESERT MAGAZINE BINDERS (used) for
years 1937 to 1961. Don't cut your issues, pre-
serve them in these hard-to-find, large binders
made especially for the early issues. Limited
quantity. $2.50 if picked up at our Book Shop,
74-425 Highway 111, Palm Desert, Calif. ($3.50
each if mailed, with minimum order of 3
binders.)

"GEMS & MINERALS," the monthly guide to
gems, minerals, and.rock hobby fun, $6.50 year.
Sample 25c. Gems & Minerals, Box 687DM,
Mentone, California 92359.

MAPS PROSPECTING

NEW GOLD MAP, California's Sierra-Nevada
Mountains, Ancient Tertiary Channel Locations,
Gold Placer Source. Information $1.00, Map and
Information $8.00. WM. Enterprises, DBox
5048, Klamath Falls, Oregon 97601.

MAPS, OLD STATE, RAILROAD, COUNTY
Maps 70-110 Years old. SASE, Northern Map,
Dept. DM, Eagle River, Wise. 54521.

WATERPROOF STRIP MAPS Pacific Crest
Trail. 80 feet of maps, Canada to Mexico,
$19.75. Rogers, Box 1907, Santa Ana, California
92702.

MINING

KITCHEN BIBLE —Feed 2 to 100. Alaskan ex-
periences, game cookery, make bananas, auto-
biography. Great gifts. $3.95. Marge Stav, 3217
26th Ave., W., Seattle, Washington 98199.

EQUIPMENT

PRECISION LAPIDARY Abrasive Compounds
for tumbling, polishing and grinding. Send for
free catalogue and price list. MDC Industries,
400 West Glenwood Avenue, Philadelphia, PA.
19140. Dealer Inquiries invited.

• GEMS

SHAMROCK ROCK SHOP, 593 West La Ca-
dena Dr., Riverside, California 92501. Parallel to
Riverside Freeway. Phone 686-3956. Come in
and browse; jewelry mountings, chains, sup-
plies, minerals, slabs, rough material, equip-
ment, black lights, metal detectors, maps, rock
and bottle books.

GEM SHOP WEST. Mineral specimens, custom
jewelry, gem identification, slabbing. 72-042
Highway 111, Rancho Mirage, Calif. 92270.
Phone 346-2812.

MAPS

LEGENDARY MALARRIMO BEACH, Baja
California—First detailed map of "Costa de la
luna," (coast of the moon). 13"x27" beautifully
drawn and colored plus new facts and impres-
sions by the first person to explore the coast
alone and on foot. Send $2.00 to: Maps by Fur-
tado, Map M-1, P.O. Box 14698, Long Beach,
Calif. 90814.
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ASSAYS. COMPLETE, accurate, guaranteed.
Highest quality spectographic. Only $6.00 per
sample. Reed Engineering, 2166 College Ave.,
Costa Mesa, California 92627.

OLD COINS, STAMPS

SILVER DOLLARS, 1800's - early 1900's, $5.50.
10 different $49; 20 mixed $94; 100, $442. Guar-
anteed. Wholesalers, Box DM-13041, Tucson,
Arizona 85732.

PROSPECTING

RUSSIA REVEALS IN Little Known Report-
30% reduction in gold surveying, 60 % more in-
dications of rare-earth deposits using "biophysi-
cal effect." Millions being spent scientifically
studying dowsing and related fields. Why? Na-
tural resources, military, medical, personal de-
velopment. Concrete results being obtained!
They mean business—do you? Now, after two
years of research, fresh material—9 chapters, 33
photographs, numerous diagrams, including 3
leading dowsers from around the world—Eng-
land, Australia, India. Well-written, document-
ed, scientific approach. It's wide open! Find
your specialty and go to it! Demand increasing.
It's fun, exciting (good hobby too) for men and
women of all ages. 90% can dowse! For a whole
new experience send publisher's price of $5.00
plus 45c postage and handling to: Life Force
Press, Inc., Box 807 DM-1 Ravinia Station,
Highland Park, Illinois 60035. (10 day refund if
you wish.)

DRYWASHERS! GOLD CONCENTRATORS!
Guaranteed to recover minerals, gold. A hobby
that pays for itself! Write to: Nick's Nugget, P.
O. Box 1081, Fontana, California 92335. (714)
822-2846.

BEAUTIFUL CHUNKY Natural Gold Nuggets,
$3.00, $5.00 and $8.00 sizes. Also: Packet of
black sand and gold and instructions for panning
practice, $1.00. Prospector Jack Ward, Box 380,
Sandia Park, New Mexico 87047.

• REAL ESTATE

2.4 ACRES HI-DESERT Hillside in Yucca Val-
ley, Spectacular View, Lots of Joshuas and
Yuccas. Building Pad and Access Road Graded.
Piped Water on Property. Electricity, Phone
Available. $2900. Pete White, SR 2, Box 1165,
Yucca Valley, California 92284.

DESERT RANCH HOUSE, 900 sq. ft. Two-bed-
room, full bath, kitchen, living room, dining
room, 40 acres, two wells. 40 miles east of Bar-
stow. $18,000. (213) 337-2632.

• SEEDS & PLANTS

LEARN PROSPECTING FOR GOLD and other
precious minerals, join Gold Prospectors Associ-
ation of America and receive one years subscrip-
tion to Prospectors News (magazine), member-
ship card, patch, decal, large gold locations
map, information service, instruction packet and
more. Send $5.00 to G.P.A.A. National Head-
quarters, P. O. Box 10602, Eugene, Oregon
97401.

GOLDEN BARREL CACTUS 2"X2", three for
$5.00; also seedlings for dish gardens. Send
SASE for list. Desert Hill Cactus Growers, Box
123, Corona, California 91720.

GENUINE DOMESTICATED GOLDEN CHIA
Seeds (salvia Columbariae), sufficient for four
50-foot rows. Complete instructions. Package
$2.00. Harrison Doyle, P.O. Box 785, Vista,
Calif. 92083.

• TRAVEL

PICTORIAL TRAVEL GUIDE to the canyonlands
of southeastern Utah, with photos, maps and
text by Desert Utah Associate Editor, F. A.
Barnes, 48 pages, $2.50 postpaid. Jeep trail map
of the Moab area, $1.00 postpaid. Order from
Canyon Country Publications, P.O. Box 963D,
Moab, Utah 84532.

"STAY HEALTHY WHILE TRAVELING." Phy-
sician discusses immunizations, pretravel pre-
parations, medical kit. $2.00; Dr. Bob Young,
Box 567, Dept. D, Santa Barbara, Calif. 93102.

TREASURE FINDERS

BURIED TREASURE — Locate up to quarter
mile away with ultra-sensitive Directional Loca-
tor. Send for free, informative phamplet. Re-
search Products, Box 13441-BUC, Tampa, Fla.
33611.

HOW TO PLACE YOUR AD
Mail your copy and first-insertion remittance
to: Trading Post, Desert Magazine, Palm
Desert, Calif. 92260. Classified rates are 25c
per word, $5.00 minimum per insertion.
Deadline for Classified Ads is 10th of second

month preceding cover dale.
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• TREASURE FINDERS

WILL YOU GAMBLE $4.00 to save $200? Build
one of several detectors from our 20-page book
"Build Transistor Treasure Detectors." Easily
folowed instructions, $4.00. Trionics, Box 164D,
Brewer, Maine 04412.

BUILD YOUR OWN Directional Mineral Loca-
tor. Locate mineral and treasure one mile away.
Send $5.00 for plans and instructions to: Les
Hardin, Box 260, Florence, Colorado 81226.

POWERFUL METROTECH LOCATORS detect
coins, relics. Moneyback guarantee. Write: 3A,
Box 793, Menlo Park, California 94025.

MISCELLANEOUS

ARTHRITIS? Amazing results with Acupres-
sure. Booklet shows you how without needles.
$2!.00; Arthritis, Box 567, Dept. D, Santa Bar-
bara, California 93102.

WILL KIT, includes 64-page attorney's booklet,
"What Everyone Should Know About Wills"
and 4 Will Forms. Only $3.00. (Free: "Personal
Assets Record" and "Executor's Duties".
Western Pueblo Specialties, 4672 Park Blvd.,
San Diego, California 92116.

AVOCADO SALAD DRESSING Recipe, plus
four Ranchouse Recipes, $1.25. Barnes High-
Desert Ranch, P.O. Box 31, Ravendale, Calif.
96123.

SMOKED VENISON, plus Ranchouse Recipe for
Smoked Pork and Salmon. $1.25. Barnes High-
Desert Ranch, P.O. Box 31, Ravendale, Calif
96123.

LONELY? SINGLE? SHY? Meet Desirable part-
ners by mail. Free Brochure. Write to: Adelaide
Suzanne Club, Box 103-K, Lakewood, California
90714.

PROFESSIONAL ART BY MAIL-The only one
of its kind you have been looking for. Courses
approved by California Dept. of Education. V.A.
Approved. Send for Free Brochure. Roy Keister
College of Fine Arts, 15800 Highland Dr., San
Jose, California 95121.

JULIAN EPITAPH—weekly publication from old
mountain gold mining town. History, humor,
small town news. Unique gift item. Yearly,
$10.00. Box 764, Julian, California 92036.

HYDROPONIC GARDENING made easy. Do
way with the conventional concepts. Save money
and time. AutonTatic Feed System has no pumps
or timers, saves on nutrient. Do you wish to
grow tasty vegetables, beautiful flowers or bed
ding plants? Send for our book "New Simplified
Hydroponic System for Home Gardeners." Th<
book also provides valuable information fo
building the structure to plant care. Send $5.00
to A&.R Enterprise, 2602 No. 80th PL, Scotts
dale. Arizona 85257.

FREE GIFT CATALOG! Low, low priced gifts
Write Gifts for All Occasions, MD1, Box 77
Queenstown Road, Severn, Maryland 21144.

THE NOVELTY SHOPPE. Turquoise Jewelry
Rocks, Imports, Curios, etc. A smile is th
shortest distance between two people. Box 36
806 W. Dickinson, Fort Stockton, Texas 79735
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DESERT OVERVIEW MAPS

Using topographic maps as basic underlays, are
Iwo excellently detailed maps for back country
explorers of the Mojave and Colorado Deserts
Maps show highways gravel roads, jeep trails,
plus historic routes and sites old wells, which
are not on modern-day maps, plus ghost towns.
Indian sites etc Mojave Desert Overview
covers from U S 395 at Litt le Lake to Boulder
City. Nevada, to Parker Dam to Victorvi l le. Colo-
rado Desert Overview covers from the Mexican
border to Joshua Tree National Monument to
Banning to the Arizona side of the Colorado Riv-
er Be certain to state which map when ordenng

$3.00 Each

ANZA-BORREGO DESERT STATE PARK
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS

A set of 7 maps covering the Anza-Borrego Des-
ert State Park. B ' / V ' x U " format, bound. $5.50

ROADMAP TO CALIFORNIA'S PIONEER
T O W N S , G H O S T T O W N S A N D M I N I N G
CAMPS

Compiled by Varna Enterprises. 3 8 ' x 2 5 " and
scaled Southern California on one side and
Northern Cahlornia on the other. Contains de-
tailed location of place names, many ol which
a r e n 0 , o n r e g u | a r m a p s $3 50

MAP OF PIONEER TRAILS

Compiled by Varna Enterprises, this is their new
l a r 9 e m a P ° n P'oneer trails blazed from 1541
through 1867 in the western United States. Su-
penmposed in red on black and white. 3 7 ' x 4 5 '

$4.00

ROADMAP TO CALIFORNIA'S LOST MINES
AND BURIED TREASURES

compi led by Varna Enterprises. 3 8 l i x 2 5 " and
s c a i e d . Southern California on one side and
Northern California on the other. Contains de-
, a i | e d location of place names, many ol which
are not on regular maps $4.00

Order maps today from

Desert Magazine Book Shop
P.O. Box 1318, Palm Desert, California 92260

Please add 25 cents for postage & handling Calif residents please add 6' state sales tax

REPLACEABLE SUBSCRIPTION FORM August 197!

Check here if you
i s s u e replaced.

P. O. Box 1318, Palm Desert, California 92260

ENTER A NEW SUBSCRIPTION RENEW MY PRESENT SUBSCRIPTION

NAME

ADDRESS

SEND GIFT SUBSCRIPTION TO:

ADDRESS __

Sign Gift Card: "From

i ! SEND GIFT SUBSCRIPTION TO:

NAME

ADDRESS

Sign Gift Card: "From

One Year $6.00 I I PAYMENT ENCLOSED U BILL ME LATER

Two Years $11.00
(Or 2 One Years)

Three Years $16.00
(Or Three One Years)

Q] A L S 0 S E N D D E S E F n - s 12-ISSUE
HANDSOME BROWN VINYL BINDER FOR
$ 4 5 0 C^'^es tax and postage)

Date Binder(s) with Year(s) • Undated

45



Letters
to the
Editor
Letters requesting answers must
include stamped self-addressed envelope

Pardon to the Cardon . . .

The April Desert was a gorgeous issue. Un-
fortunately, there is an error in K. L. Boyn-
ton's "World of the Saguaro" wherein he re-
fers to the saguaro as the largest cactus in
"North America."

North America connotes the continental
area above Central America and includes
Mexico, where by far the largest North Amer-
ican cacti grow. I refer to cardons, and am in-
cluding a photo and data for your files.

FRANK P. McWHORTER,
Carmel, California.

This is the Cardon characteristic of Mexi-
co's northwestern Sonoran desert. Cardon is

the Mexican name for the cactus. The techni-
cal name is Pachycereus pringlei. Location,
near Kino on the Sea of Cortez. There are five
species of cardons in Mexico, but all authori-
ties agree this species is the largest of all
cacti. The tallest ones attain a height of 60
feet, but even those only 40 feet tall weigh
tons. Note that the flowers occur on the ridges
of the upper branches. Conversely, the
flowers of the saguaro occur only on the tips
of the terminals. Photographed April, 1973
with a 180mm lens on an old model Mamiya-
flex twin-lens camera.

Old Switch Padlock Identified . . .
In answer to Bertha E. Pierce's question

regarding the old railroad switch padlock
which she found near Yuma (June, 1976
issue), I also found an identical lock in Dag-
gett many years ago in the rubble left from an
old saloon which I was told burnt down in
1901.

The lock was also marked C.P.R.R. and
was from the old Central Pacific Railroad. An
old atlas I have, which was printed in 1879,
shows this railroad and its connecting
branches throughout California from Yreka
south to Visalia. From Sacramento it went
eastward and connected with the Union Pa-
cific, probably in Utah.

JOHN A. KOPEC,
La Puente, California.

Calendar

Events
This column is a public service and there is no
charge for listing your event or meeting—so take
advantage of the space by sending in your an-
nouncement. We must receive the information
at least three months prior to the event.

AUGUST 14 & 15, Utah Treasure Club's Bi-
centennial Treasure Hunt Jamboree to be
held at Knolls, 85 miles west of Salt Lake
City, Utah. Cold panning, bottle and treasure
hunts. Native dances by local Indian tribes;
music and songs. Write to: Utah Treasure
Clubs, Inc., P.O. Box 16223, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84116

AUGUST 21-SEPTEMBER 6, 19th Annual
Weed Show and Art Mart, Julian Town Hall,
Julian, California. Displays, guest artists. Art
for sale.

AUGUST 28 & 29, "Nature's Crown Jewels,"
sponsored by the Simi Valley Gem and Miner-
al Society, Larwin Community Center, 1692
Sycamore Dr., Simi Valley, Calif. Demonstra-
tions and dealers. Chairman: George Martin
P. O. Box 3571, Simi Valley, Calif.

SEPTEMBER 4 & 5, Calaveras Gem and Min-
eral Society, Inc., Jewels of Calaveras, Frog-
town, Calaveras County Fairgrounds in the
Mother Lode County. (Not held during the
Jumping Frog Jubilee.) Chairman: Earl
Klein, 1899 Martin Blvd., San Leandro, Calif.
94577. Camping; Field trips, etc.

SEPTEMBER 10-12, Gem and Mineral Show
sponsored by the Wasatch Gem Society, Uni-
versity of Utah Special Events Center, Salt
Lake City, Utah. Chairman: James C. Bean,
213 Leslie Ave., Salt Lake City, Utah 84115.

SEPTEMBER 10-12, El Cajon Valley Gem
and Mineral Society's 3rd Annual Gem &
Mineral Show, Parkway Plaza Shopping Mall,
El Cajon, Calif. Displays, guest exhibits and
working demonstrations. Dealers. Contact:
Robert Silverman, 1409 Teton Dr., El Cajon,
Calif. 92021.

SEPTEMBER 11 & 12, 6th Annual "Cem-
Doree" of the Santa Maria Gem & Mineral
Society, Convention Center Fairgrounds,
Santa Maria, Calif. Displays, demonstrations,
dealers. Free admission and parking.

SEPTEMBER 11 & 12, Sequoia Gem & Min-
eral Society's 10th Annual "Harvest of Gems
and Minerals" show. Redwood City, Calif.,
Recreation Center, 1120 Roosevelt Ave.
Dealers space filled. Chairman: Bill Byrd,
1332 Acacia Ave., Milpitas, Calif. 95035.
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Tainter oj {fie
Many art critics consider John Hilton the foremost painter of desert scenes
of the West. His oils are hung in galleries throughout the United States and
are constantly in demand. Desert Magazine has a limited supply of prints of
his painting entitled "Contrasts" showing sand dunes covered with desert
wildflowers and the Santa Rosa Mountains in the background.

This beautiful four-color print is 11x17 inches on high quality mat paper
with two-inch margins, ideal for framing. Available to Desert Magazine
readers, "mailed rolled, in a tube, for only $3.00, including tax and postage.

Send check to DESERT, Contrasts, Box 1318, Palm Desert, Calif. 92260.
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It's Home, Watercolor, 24' LyleV. Ball
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FEATURING SELECTED WORKS OF
OUTSTANDING ARTISTS INCLUDIN
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LYLEV. BALL .
CARL BRAY
ELBERTCHEYNO
CHARLES L.COCHRANE
ANDY DAGOSTA
ARLIE FILES
WAYNE JUSTUS

Tuckin' In,

Oil,24"x18"
Patricia Scarano

CHARLES LA MONK
LLOYD MITCHELL
KENNETHMANSKER
LEO NOWAK
PATRICIA SCARANO
CLARENCE THORPE
DAVID VILLASENOR

DESERT MAGAZINE ART GALLERY
74-425 Highway 111

Palm Desert, California 92260

Motherly Love, Oil, 18"x24'
Lloyd Mitchell

Yuccas in Bloom,

Oil, 16"x12"
Carl Bray


